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Editorial
as an ordinary match-point pairs,
with the difference that the hands
are pre-dealt and are the same
throughout the world. Last year
over 800 tables competed in
Britain, Belgium, Bermuda and
South Africa, and the net proceeds went to polio research. This
year the charity is the Freedom
from Hunger Campaign.
The hand-s are generally colourful but are not par hands. They
are contributed by the following
bridge columnists and are analysed
in a Book of Hands presented to
each player as soon as the last
board is played:

Britain's Open team for the
at
European Championships
Baden Baden will _be · chosen as
follows. Selected teams of four
will play on a league basis ovet
two weekends. The two leading
teams will be increased to 6
players each by the Selectors and
the two teams will play at least
200 boards. Then the Selectors
will choose the Open team from
these 12 players.
In future years invitations to
play in the Trials may be based
on the performance of players in
certain important tournaments,
which will be designated as International Class Events; the Masters
Pairs, for example, will be an
I. C. E.
Another I.C.E. would be a new
invitation pairs event spon~ored
by the Sunday Times. This will
be inaugurated at the Berner's
Hotel on 12 to 14 April and
invitations will be restricted to
players of known or potential
international calibre.

Fox (Daily Telegraph), Franklin (Yorkshire Post), HarrisonGray (Evening Standard), Kempson (Bridge Magazine), Konstam
(Sunday Times), Mrs. Markus
(Guardian), Priday (Sunday Telegraph) , Reese (Evening News and
Star), and Victor· Mollo.
The entry fee is 5/- per player
and Clubs make their normal
charge for table money. Bridge
players everywhere are asked to
make sure their Club runs a heat,
and to support it. Anyone who
has not yet received details is
invited to write to the Hon.
Organiser, 33 Palisser Road, London, W.l4.

FREEDOM FROM HUNGER

Mrs. Jill Gatti, honorary organiser of the Charity Challenge Cup,
invites bridge clubs at home and
abroad to stage a heat on March
28.
This lighthearted event is run
7

PACEMAKER

their very cordial reception and
of the enjoyable nature of the
tournament.
The Vichy pairs is to be held
on June I and 2, Whitsun weekend. Readers are invited to write
to ·the B. B. W. p.s soori as possible
and a ballot win be held.

A bright new bridge monthly,
the American Bridge Digest, will
make a big impression if it maintains the pace of its early numbers.
It is edited by Stanley Dollar and
Walter Kent, staffed by a team of
top West Coast writers, and has
already attracted a number of
internationally -famed contributors. The American Bridge Digest
can be ordered from 35 Dover
Street, London, W.l, at an arinual
subscription of £2 17s. including
postage.

POOR RELATIONS

Boarding a taxi at London's
Royal Festival Hall, Michael Wolach and a friend directed the
foreign-sounding driver to Crockford's Club. "You are roulette
players?", he enquired in pleased
tones. "No!" Disappointment,
then, "Chemmy players, perhaps?" Again a denial. "Pity,
then you must be bridge players."
"Yes, but why do you put it in
that way?"
"Well, they're not so very good
tippers."

GOOD RELATIONS

Mr. P. Ulmann, organiser of the
. annual Vichy pairs festival, again
offers free hotel accommodation
for two readers of the B.B.W.
Last year Peter Hirst of Yorkshire
and his partner were the visitors
and they spoke most highly of

THE MASTERS PAIRS
Winners: Jeremy Flint and Terence Reese
2nd Preston and Swimer
5th Harrison Gray and Rockfelt
6th J. and R. Sharples

3rd Bar9our and SwinnertonDyer

7th Mrs. Higginson and Silverstone

4th Gardener and Rose

Harold Franklin will report on the tournament in next month's
British Bridge World.
PORTLAND PAIRS: See announcement on page 42.
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by BARBAROSSA

I have started the New Year in
a generous mood. I have resolved
to give up striking tax collectors,
double - dummy analysts and
mathematicians-at least, for a
trial period of two months. So
far as tax collectors are concerned,
I am likely to extend this, for they
at least are realists and know that
truth does not lie in figures.
'YVould any mathematician like to
work out the odds against making,
say, Four Spades doubled on:WEST .

• Q 10 8 7 4 2

\1 K J 7
0 Q 104

.9

EAST

+K J 6 3

\?A 8 4

() K62
.Q7 3

or Four Spades by West on these
two hands:WEST

EAST

• Q64
\1 J 10 5
0 K 74
• K J 10 2

\13
0 A

+A 10 7 3

•

J 6 2·
A 764

or _Four, yes Four, Spades on
this pitiful collection:WEST

EAST

+KQJ74

+10 8 53 2
\/9 6 2
0 J3
• A 10 8

\/7 54
0 K. Q7
.Q4

And having brought off those
long shots, would you like to play
up the money by making Five
Spades doubled on:WEST

EAST

+A 10 8 7 2
\1 K Q 6
()A 8 52

+KJ653

.6

\

\/8
0 J9
• Q J 10 9 3

or Six Spades on:-

.3
I

WEST

+AKQ765
A 10 9 2

\1

EAST

()A

\1 J 4
0 8 54 3

.A5

.QJ8642

/

,

On the first hand East was the
dealer and North-South were
vulnerable. The layout was:-

'The next hand was Four .Spades
by West:-

NORTH

NoRTH
• K 85
,
\:}AK7642

\:}Q10965
OAJ95
+A K4

•

+A

OQ

EAST

WEST

• Q 10 8 7 4 2
\:} K J 7
<> Q 10 4

.9

+K J6 3
\:}A 8 4
0 K62
+Q7 3

+

SOUTH
• 95
\:} 3 2
<> 8 7 3
.1108652

SOUTH
No
2\:}
No
No

The bidding:
SOUTH WEST
No
No
No

4.2.

NORTH
Dble
Dble

985

WEST
EAST
• Q64
+A 10 7 3
\:} J 10 5
\:}3
0 K 74
OAJ62
K J 10 2
+A 764
SOUTH
• J92
\:} Q 9 8
0109853
+Q3
The bidding had been:-

EAST
lNT

3.
No

WEST
No
3+ ,
3.
No

NORTH
1\:}

3\:}
No
No

EAST
Dble
No

4.

North led his singleton Queen
of diamonds and declarer was in.
dummy and promptly led the
singleton heart. In again, North
led a club to the Queen and King
and declarer finessed the 10 of
spades. South returned a diamond, and North ruffed, thereby
taking the third and last trick for
his side.

No

. North led the King of clu l?s and
switched to the 10 of hearts. He
won the trump return with the
Ace of spades, and, after thought,
laid down the Ace of diamonds.
Finish.
Double-dummy professors will
no doubt observe that the contract can always be made after
trick two.
Very interesting!
· How often would they back. themselves to make it at the table?

You wouldn't have? Let me be
the first to congratulate you. But
the fact is that players do defend
like that. Take the next case:10

·-

NORTH

NORTH

+A

cv A J 10 7 4 3 2

c::} K 10 8
0 A 10 9 6 2

0 Q 10 3
' .54 2

• KJ 53
WEST

-+ K Q J 7 4cv 7 54
0 KQ7
.Q4

EAST

WEST

+IO 8 53 2
96 2
0 J3
. • A 10 8

cv

SOUTH

0 J9
• Q J 10 9 3

• Q94

cv 9 5

() K 7 64
.AK 8 7
Unfortunately for North, he
had read a number of articles by
authoritative writers which laid
emphasis on the folly of leading
low from such a holding as QlOx
in partners suit.
Accordingly
he started with the Queen of
diamonds, on which West played
the 5, and continued with the ro,
in order, as he explained later at .
considerable length, to make the
position quite clear.
He succeeded. · Declarer won
the .second round of diamonds,
led a spade to dummy, drew
trumps, threw dummy's heart on
the 8 of diamonds and led a club.
By now, the contract was unbeatable.
The Six Spade contract? A
masterwork. No, it was not made ·
by means of a club opening lead _
from North.

West played in Four Spades at
love all, after opening One ,Spade
third in hand, being raised to
Three Spades and bidding one
more for luck. North led a club
to declarer's Queen, and won tpe
second round of diamonds. His
next lead was the King of clubs,
and after eliminating the minors,
declarer led the Queen of spades
from hand. North returned a
fourth diamond and that meant
curtains.
, The Five Spades doubled, below, was a fine example of the
way in which sensible bidders
like me exploit the weak.
(see next column)
Bidding:SouTH

WEsT

NoRTH

EAST

I()
No
Dble

I+
No
No

4c::}

4+
5+
No

5()

+KJ653 ·
c::}8

SOUTH

• 96
c::)AQJ3
0 8 54
• 9762

No

EAST

. +A 10 8 7 2
CV KQ 6
()A 8 52
.6
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NORTH

• J94
\/K876
() 10 7 2
10 9 7

+
WEST

Alfred
Sheinwold

.3

EAST

+AKQ765
\1 A 10 9 2

()A
+AS

has written a new book
in which he discusses
his hundred most
interesting hands

\1

J4
() 8543
+QJ8642

SOUTH

A SHORT CUT TO
WINNING BRIDGE

• 10 8 2
\1 Q 53
()KQJ96
+K3
West bid Two Clubs, East Two
Diamonds and South Three Diamonds. West bid Three Spades
and East tried Four Clubs.

Published by HERBERT JENKINS
at 13s 6d net and available
from all Bookshops.

West, one of the biggest overbidders in the world, now bid Six
Spades. (Students of bidding and
100 Up fanatics can take time out
here to argue themselves black in
the face as to the correct sequence.
Good riddance! Practical players
can now carry on with me.)

hearts were AQ10, so he took the
King of hearts. A long pause
followed. He considered leading
a trump, but he knew that West
was so wild that his spades might
be much weaker than they were.
Eventually he played safe with a
diamond. Declarer ruffed, played
Ace and another heart, ruffing in
dummy and dropping the Queen,
then took the club finesse for
twelve tricks. East-West entered
up plus 1,430.

North led the 10 of diamonds
against Six Spades and the declarer returned the 10 of hearts.
That put North on the spot.
The position was quite simple.
North knew that West had overbid and that the contract was
probably ludicrous. His trouble
was that he did not know in what
way it was ludicrous. · Eventually
he decided that the declarer's

Ridiculous? Certainly. Result
merchant? Of course. While you
are fumbling for your cheque
book you can say what you like
about the bidding. Just look at
the score.
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The Tollemache Final
by HAROLD FRANKLIN

The final of the inter-regional
championship for teams of eight
was played last month and resulted as follows:-

(2) Warwickshire beat Bucks
and Berks 67- 39, beat Yorkshire
53-40.
4 v.p.
(3) Bucks and Berks beat Yorkshire 71 - 38.
3 v.p.

(1) Middlesex. M. HarrisonGray, A. Rose, R. Sharples, J.
Sharples, R. Swimer, R. Preston,
P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer, K. R .
Barbour, Miss D. Shanahan, Mrs.
P. Juan.

(4) Yorkshire.

0 v.p .

So much for the bare details.
With so much talent in their ranks
anything other than a Middlesex
win would have been regarded as
a surprise. In fact, their position
was so uncertain for most of the
time that their final victory was
dramatically achieved, and a tribute to their resilience.

(2) Warwickshire. M.A. Porter,
J. T. Chapman, H . .K. Cooke,
P. ·a. F. Whitehouse, L. Levey,
J. K. · Twine, W. E. D. Hall, S.
Dean, B. G. White, D. Baldwin.
(3) Bucks and Berks. J. Biltcliffe, E. Crowhul"st, R. Price,
Mrs. B. Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs.
W. Brown, C. Lawson, A. E.
Wardman.

With all the matches at the
half-way stage Middlesex were
level against both Yorkshire and
Warwickshire and were 24 points
behind Bucks and Berks. When
two matches had been completed
Middlesex had 4 v.p. in the bag,
and Warwickshire and Bucks and
Berks each had 2 v.p. Warwickshire were seven points behind in
their match against Yorkshire,
and Middlesex were twenty-four
down to Bu9ks and Berks. Bucks
and Berks had, apparently, only
to hold on to nine points of their
advantage to beat Middlesex and
win the title on a tie which would
be decided in their favour. After

(4) Yorkshire. G. Fell, J. H·
Taylor, I. Manning, E. Newman•
E. Masser, J. Bloomberg, A·
Finlay, Mrs. R. Oldroyd, C·
Vickerman, E. C. Milnes, E. H·
Pudsey, J. D. Colley.
The victory points scored by
each of the four teams were as
follows :(1) Middlesex beat Warwick'shire 76-36, beat Yorkshire 65-44,
drew with Bucks and Berks 72- 70.
5 v.p.
13

1

. L~ft to their own devices one
East-West pait bid as follows:
WEST
EAST
No
20
30
' 3.
40
50
60
No

a further eight boards Bucks and
Berks had advanced their lead ·to
thirty-one, and seemed to be
home and dry, but Warwickshire
had gone into a six-point lead
against Yorkshire and now threatened a three-way tie.

2.

Middlesex resolved this comAt the second table, with mild
plicated situation in the most
thorough .fashion by -saving their interference, this is what hapmatch. They gained thirty-three pened:
NORTH EAST
points in the final eight boards to . SOUTH WEST
No
deprive little Bucks and Berks of
No
2.
the win which they seemed to No
30
2\?
20
have both earned and merited.
No
No
4\?
3.
No
No
4.
60
Bucks and Berks started well
No
No
No
against Yorkshire but this hand
Set an apparently insoluble
With the opening lead coming
problem. Not one of the de- from North, these contracts failed
clarers succeeded in keeping out by two and three tricks respectively. At a third table the system
of a slam.
permitted East, of Bucks and
West dealer
Berks, to be the declarer in Six
East-West vulnerable
Diamonds:·
imagine the declarer's
NORTH
ultimate disappointment after he
had enjoyed the good fortune of
\?975432
an
opening spade lead.
05
.A8643
Bucks ·and Berks reaped the
richest harvest at the fourth table
WEST
EAST
-the seed, an opening bid of
+QJ1076
+A8
Two Hearts (weak) by North.
\? 10 8 6
\?AKQJ'
NORTH EAST
OAKQ932 SOUTH WEST
0 86
No
2\?
3\j
+Q7 2
No
3+
No
40
SOUTH
Dble
4+
No
6+
+K5432
Dble
No
No
No
\?I

.9

.9

0 J lo 74
• K J 10 5

One can only assume that East
-a player sufficiently experienced
14

to .know, b~tter~was determined
not to be hustled out of .his
rightful slam. The price-1,100.
In principle, as well as in this
particular case, East does better
to abandon the slam. He cannot
determine that ·his partner holds
the King of spades---:and even if
West has that card, he may have
only one or two diamonds, in
which case there is a fair chance
of a trump loser in Six Diamonds.
Suggestions were offered as to
how to ascertain the spade position, but all with a weakness.
One proposed sequence was:
WEST

If West shows one King it
would be a fair gamble to rely
on it being the King of spades.
Readers may offer better suggestions (Asking Bids·excluded).
After that set-back Yorkshire
made a better start in their match
against Middlesex:
West dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH

• 43
c:) K Q 10 9 7 4
<> Q 10 6

.42

' EAST

No
2•
20
40
The Four Diamond bid announG,es that we are determined
to play in diamonds and ·are
' interested only in key cards.
Partner will therefore (according
to the advocates of this sequence)
bid Four Spades if he has the
King of spades.
But what if he bids Five Clubs?
You can't tell whether that means
the King, which might be useless,
. or the Ace.
The CAB sequence would be:WEST
No

20

50

c:)6

.

08543
• 963

OK972
• A K Q 10 7
SOUTH

Masser

4c:)

WEST

NORTH

EAST

BloomJ.
R.
Sharples berg Sharples

1.
No

2c:)
No

2.
No

East led the Queen · of spades
and West overtook, cashed the
Ace of diamonds, and continued
with the Ace of spades and a
third spade. The unseemly haste
with which he cashed the diamond
Ace might have alerted the de-

30

5.

.QJ975

• 62
c:) A 8

2.

4NT

EAST

• A K 10 8
c:)J532
0 AJ
• J 85
SOUTH

EAST

3.

WEST

No

15

West dealer
North-South vulnerable

darer to the trump position, even
had West not made tlie mistake
of leading a third spade.

NORTH

The declarer took full advantage. He ruffed the third spade in
hand and continued ,with the Ace
and King of hearts. Three rounds
of clubs followed, the declarer
trumping the third club, and the
stage was now set. The dummy
was entered with the King of
diamonds, . and clubs were led
until West was obliged to sur. render his apparent trump trick.
West might have made his
plans less obvious had he allowed
his partner to hold the first trick.
If East switches to the 8 of
diamonds West can win, cash
the second spade, and exit with
a diamond, and the declarer has
no reason to suspect that anything
is amiss in the trump department.
The brothers made amends on
this next hand. :
(see next column)
SOUTH

WEST

J.

Manning

(>A J 6

+K97532
EAST

WEST

+ AQ 52

•~

\?KJg65
<> 10 7 4 2 '

+ J 10 8 6

\?A Q 10 7 4'
<> 'Q 8 5

+Q

SOUTH

• J 10 9 8 7 6 3

\?8
(> K 9 3

+A4
of diamonds and gone down.
However, that question did not
arise: East won the opening
heart lead and returned the Queen
of clubs. The declarer won in
hand and played a spade to the
King and Ace. East, nervous of
dummy's club suit, attacked diamond~, and that was that.

EAST
Against Gray and Rose, South
R. . Newpassed East's double of-Dne Club. '
Sharples
Sharples man
West, Gray, bid Two Hearts and
No
Dble
East raised to Four Hearts. -South
4+
No
4\?
now bid Four Spades and Gray
No
No
4+
Dble
went on to Five Hearts. The
No
No
No
decision- was almost certainly a
North judged well to bid Four happy one: the bidding had
Spades. ~t was a fair contract marked East with the Queen of
although, after West's surprising · diamonds : in Four Spades, after
bid of Four Clubs, the declarer finding West with four clubs, the
might well have finessed the Jack declarer leads the Jack of dia-

3+

NORTH

+K4

\? 3 2

I+

16

declarer now need only exit with
a fourth heart, discarding a diamond, a club and a spade from
dummy on the third, fourth and
The play took several interestin~
fifth hearts, and West will have to
turns in this further hand from
lead a black card, giving the
the Middlesex-Yorkshire match:
declarer his ninth trick.
NORTH
Manning failed to spot this
• 97
opening. He cashed his two spade
\?K974
winners, discarding a heart from
. 0 A 10 7 6 2
hand, and ducked a diamond to
+A2
East. After a club return he
EAST
-WEST
cashed the Ace of diamonds and
• J 5
• Q 8 64
took a losing club finesse.
\?A Q 10 6 3
\? 8 2
For Middlesex, SwinnertonOK9543
OJ
Dyer won the opening heart lead
• 9 7 54
• Q 10 3
with the King and also played · a
SOUTH
a diamond to the Queen. When
+A K 10 3 2
the Jack fell, he returned 08 and
\? J 5
passed it to East's 9. East
0 Q8
(Vickerman) played a second heart
KJ 8 6
and West (Milnes) could do no
North passed on the first better than continue the suit. The
round, South opened One Spade, declarer won the fourth heart,
and North subsequently became ,. conceded one more diamond, thus
the declarer in Three No Trumps. making his suit good, and still had
+A for a re-entry.
Against I. Manning (Yorks.)
It might have been possible for
Rose led \?8 and the 10 lost to
East
to gauge the position. The
the King. A diamond to the
declarer's
play indicated a second
Queen exposed the probable disheart
guard
and, if he were given
tribution of the suit -when West
time,
his
third
diarpond winner
dropped the Jack. The declarer
would
see
him
home.
The club
came off the table with a low
spade to the 9 and Jack and East switch was the one chance to cut
played a second heart. West won him off from his nine tricks.
and eased the declarer's problem
With almost 200 boards. played
by exiting with a low heart, East over the week-end there were, not
discarding a low diamond, The surprisingly, several misadventures
monds from dummy and West is
subsequently forced to blank his
10.

+

17

'in · tlie slam department. The
following are a few:
• Q9 \/A1098 OAK107 +1065
1NT seemed the popular choice
of opening bid (non-vulnerable).
A questionable choice, for with
so much of the strength in two
touching suits it might be more
accurate to bid it as a heartdiamond hand. Over 1NT partner
bid Three Clubs and opener continued with Three Hearts. (A
doubtful move: since Three Clubs
is a natural force there would
appear to be more merit in
bidding Three Diamonds.)
Over Three Hearts partner went
on with Three Spades: the next
bid, 3NT, earned my special
award for the least imaginative
bid of the week-end. Having
<>pened a weak 1NT, the hand
·could not possibly be better in
-top cards. The club fit should be
quite adequate and the doubleton
•Q must be of considerable
value. Partner, who could do no
more, passed 3NT with the following:
+AK54 \/5 0 85 +KQJ872.
Only one pair reached the club
-slam, and they did so somewhat
fortuitously. Over the 1NT open-ing the responder manufactured
;a n opportunity to employ a rarely
used convention-the Gerber bid
of Four Clubs. When his partner
· showed two Aces he bid the slam,
18

and was more than fortunate in
his partner's hand .
Another convention drove one
pair, willy-nilly, into a more
doubtful slam:
WEsT
EAST
• AQ96
• 10 5
\/ A K Q 3
\/ J 9 7 6
0 Q84
0 A K 62
+ 64
+ A75
West opened One Heart and
East, worth game. ·a nd with good
high cards, dutifully applied the
Swiss Convention with a bid of
Four Clubs. West, with a good
hand, plunged headlong into the
slam. If one is to apply the bid
with hands such as East's it
seems that the opener might well
use Four Diamonds as a relay
bid to see whether his partner has
anything to spare.
Against Six Hearts North led
+K. Can you see how the
declarer should plan his play?
The one declarer who was faced
with the problem had a blind spot.
Obsessed by the fear of losing a
club, he drew the outstanding
trumps in three rounds before
tackling diamonds for a club discard. He f~iled to appreciate thc~.t
even if the diamonds divided he
would still need a good spade
finesse. Having drawn trumps, if
.9 lost to the Jack, or the Queen
to the King, North· would force
his last ' trump out with a second

club and declarer would , be in
his own hand. His only hope
would be to drop th.e second
spade honour under the Ace.
That being so, it is a much
better plan to fine~se +Q at trick
2, relying on two spade ruffs if
that succeeded. That would haye
proved a winning line.
Some of the young scientists
are so taken with the Swiss convention that they are inclined to
overlook the merits of the delayed game raise. One Yorkshire
player in the match against
Middlesex held:
+AJ1064 \/K965 OQ873 · - ,
and, presumably exercising a
choice between a direct raise and
the Swiss convention, judged Four
Hearts to be the best response to
an opening , bid of One Heart.

His partner held: '
+Q3 \/ AQJ84 0 AK4 .K82.
He decided that with one Ace off,
the prospects of a second loser
were too considerable, and made
a safe pass. The other three tables
pursued the simple sequence: One
Heart- One Spade-3NT- Six
Hearts.
And a final word for the two
lady interlopers in the Middlesex
array of talent. Middlesex saved
the day on the Sunday, when
they played the second halves of
the matches against Yorkshire and
Bucks and Berks and had to come
from behind in both of them.
Miss Shanahan and Mrs. Juan
p!ayed throughout on the Sunday
and brought in their contributions
with the same regularity as their
distinguished colleagues.

The Brave Old Days
by HARRY INGRAM

(The third instalment of an account of the 1934 Schwab Trophy)
When play was resumed on the
Theodore Lightner
(E)
second day 60 of the 300 boards
Ely Culbertson
(W)
had been played arid England Room 2 :
were 2,500 points ahead. But our
Albert Morehead
(N)
team were not at all cock-a-hoop
Mrs. Culbertson
(S)
-just pleasantly satisfied that the
Stanley Hughes
(E)
position was not in reverse.
Harry Ingram
(W)
To refresh your memory, the
players were:In the next 30 boards the
Room 1:
Dick Lederer
(N)
(S)
Willie Rose

Then came another big swing
to us.

NORTH

• 8 7 52
\/ 9 5
(>K98432

WEST

.7

+AJ
\/ AK 6
<> 10
.KJ98542

NORTH

EAST

+ K64

.4

\/ Q 10 7 2
(>AQJ76

.Q

• Q 10 9 3
\/J843
<> 5 .
• A 10 6 3

Rose

NoRTH

EAST

\/A K 10 9 6
(>KQJ985

• QJ-6
\/1875
(>A
• K 10 8 7 5

SOUTH

+ K 10 8 2

In Room 1 Willie Rose made
a very light take-out double and
in spite of this-or perhaps because of it-Culbertson and Lightner reached a good slam which
was defeated by a bad trump
break.
WEST

WEST

.Q

SOUTH

SouTH

+A9753
\/ Q 4
<> 10 3
• J962

\/ 3 2
(>7642
.A43
WEST

EAST

Culbertson Lightner
No

1(>
3\/

2.
5\/

6\/

No

EAsT

The defenders took their two
Aces ~nd made a heart trick as
well. Actually, the bidding could
very well ·go in similar fashion
under mode~n methods: it is
difficult for East to show strength
without by-:passing the 4NT level.

Culbert- Lederer Lightner
son
1(>
No
No
Redble No
2NT
No
2\/
3(>
No
3.
4(>
No
4.
4NT
No
5.
No
No
6.

Dble
1\/
No
No
No
No
No
The contract needed only threetwo clubs or a singleton 10, and
defeat was u,nlucky. In our room
Hughes and I bid and made Five
Clubs.

In our room my hand was
perfect for an opening Two bid.
WEST

EAST

Ingram

Hughes .
No

20

2\/

3.

3(>
No

4\/

_

We scored 900 on the board
/. but I gave the whole lot back a
few boards later when both West
players were in Five Clubs
doubled. There was only one
way to play the hand to succeed
and I carefully avoided it. Ely did
not. Then came a success for
Lederer'~ direct bidding methods.

we did not mind. Most of these
points came from the following
deal, where the bidding at both
tables will proba!Jly amaze modern
players.
NoRTH

• AK97
\)2
()Q763
.KQ96

NORTH

.AQJ983
\)2
()3
.AKQ87

WEST

EAST

• Q 10 2

• 53
\)QJ64
() K 10 9 2
• 7 42

\)K9853
<> 8 5
• J 53

SOUTH

SouTH

• 10

• J -8 6 4
\)A 10 7

\) Q J 4
() KJ8762
• 965

j

Fourth-hand after three passes,
Lederer opened with a typical bid
of Four Spades which was passed
out and made. Ely opened One
Spade and after five rounds of
approach bidding he finished in
Five Clubs. West had four spades
to the King and Ely had to lose a
spade as well as the two red Aces.
Four Spades is obviously the
correct contract, but even today
some players would probably
reach Five Clubs.

*

*

()A J 4
• A 10 8
The North-South players had
14 points in each hand, balanced
and semi-balanced; but Lederer
and Rose bid Six Spades after a
One Spade opening by Dick and
a Three Diamond response by
Willie.
Forceful, to say the least, but
the contract was unbeatable on
the. lie of the cards and England
scored 1,430.. The American bidding was:, NoRTH

*

Morehead

1.

In the evening of the second day
we played the fourth session of
30 boards. Again play continued
till the early morning, but as we
had gained a further 1,970 points

2()

4.
No

21

SouTH

Mrs. Culbertson
1()
3NT ,

5.

Five Clubs was an awkward
contract. It could have been
made on a reverse dummy play,
declarer ruffing two hearts, but in
practice it went two down.
. The evening had started well
for us when Culbertson, not
vulnerable, had failed to open on:
+3 \/KQ852 OAJ765 .107.
Lightner held +A6 \/ A964
0 8432 .QJ2, and the good
heart game, duly bid by us in the.
other room, was missed.
Typical of the undisciplined
bidding of the brave old days was
Rose's Two Club opening on
these cards: +AQJ3 y>AK82
OA106 .108. Dick held fair
cards with 5-card spade support
but probably he had begun to get
a little wary of Willie and he
back-pedalled. Four Spades was
reached and just made. By contrast, Mrs. Culbertson in the
other room opened One Spade
and Morehead raised to Two.
Now she became rather adventurous and finished in Five Spades,
one down.

*

*

leading the famous Culbertson,
and furthermore there were signs
that the Americans were a little
rattled at the unexpected turn of
the match .
On the first board of this third
day we were distinctly lucky.

*

When I reached my office next
morning I had scarcely slept a
wink. Going down ih a cold
Five Clubs, doubled, was not
conducive to peaceful slumber.
Still, we were all smiles when we
turned up at the Dorchester for
the afternoon session. You can't
blame us for being thrilled at
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North dealer
East-West vulnerable

.5

NORTH

\/ 10 8 4
0 QJ632
• 10 9 6 2
WEST

.3

EAST

+KQJ842

\?J
0 94

\/ Q 3 2

• K 873

0 A K 10 8 7
.AQ54

SOUTH

+A 10 9 7 6
\/A K ·9 7 6 5

.J
05

After a contested sequence Culbertson, West, reached Four
Spades which was doubled by
Rose, South.
Culbertson redoubled-probably intending this
as a big stick to frighten Lederer.
But it would have taken more than
a stick to frighten Dick-I doubt
whether all Epping Forest cou)d
have achieved that-and the contract was passed out and defeated
by one trick.
Hughes and I also reached Four
Spades which was doubled by
Mrs. Culbertson, but Morehead

and Rose made 12 tricks in the
other room.
The session continued with a
number of gains. to Culbertson
and by the end of the afternoon
we had lost 1, 100 points of our
lead.

did not fancy the position and he
removed to Five Hearts which
went two down, doubled.
Board 132 was the one hand
of the match with which I personally was pleased. In fourth position Mrs. Culbertso_n opened One
Spade and was raised to Four.
What do you lead from: +K62
\?K52 042 +A10876? I tried
the 6 of spades and it succeeded
beyond my wildest dreams. The
full deal was:-

*

+A 10 54 3
\? Q 7
0 Q7 6 5
+KJ

+

*

In the evening, with Col. Walshe
and Kenneth Frost standing in
for Hughes and me, the hands
were mainly part scores but our
deputies showed up well on a
couple of game swings. There was
a big loss when Willie Rose tried
a psychic on: +2 \?97 OQJIO
9543 +1107.
It is always dangerous to make
psychic bid in a suit higherranking than the escape, but Rose
opened One Spade after two
passes. Lightner and Culbertson
bid up to Four Hearts, then the
inevitable happened: Lederer
sacrificed in Four Spades. On
the double Rose had to retreat
to Five Diamonds, which cost
1,000. Since Walshe and Frost
did not reach game, it was a
heavy blow. But the English team
still finished this third day, and
sixth session., with a lead of well
over 3,000.
There were many sensations to
come and I will deal with the
final two days play in my next
and last instalment.

NORTH

WEST
K62
\? K 52
0 42
+A 10 8 6 5

*

·EAST

a

\? 8 4 3
0 A J 10 3
+Q97432

SOUTH

+QJ987
\?A J 10 9 6
0 K98

+·-

On the lead of +6 Mrs. Cuibertson decided to play for the
drop, only to see Hughes discard
+7. She continued with a heart
finesse to my King and, in spite
of Stan's high club, I switched to
04. The 10 went to declarer's
King and later I came in with
+K to lead another diamond
and defeat the contract. I.:ederer
23

South African Tour (2)
by ALBERT DORMER
South dealer
Game all

In the first half of this account
of the tour by Nico Gardener's
team we reached Port Elizabeth.
There we lost our first match,
against Eastern Province. Working our way up the East Coast, we
won at East London and Kokstadt but met defeat at Durban,
traditionally the most English of
South African cities.
We did our bit to preserve the
English tradition, performing
atrociously in the slam department.
+AKQ104 \/AQ OA832 +KQ.
I submit that after Two ClubsTwo Diamonds-Two SpadesThree Clubs, the bid-type bid is
3NT. Our player, however, found
Three Diamonds and when partner raised to Five Diamonds , it
may have seemed that he had
struck pay-dirt. He continued
with Six Diamonds but the first
blow fell when righthand led a
heart through the AQ; he'd forgotten that the big hand would be
dummy. (See next column.)
Played that way round, Six
Diamonds was carnage. The
Durbanites, by dint of the forcing
Two, reached the same contract
by West; defeated,- but still a
gain of 200.

NORTH

+J9765
\;KJ9853

09
+A
WEST

EAST

+A K Q 10 4
\/AQ
0 A8 3 2
+KQ

\1 6 4
0 KQ64

• 32

+ J 10 9 53

SoUTH

+8

\1 10 7 2
0 J 10 7 5
+87642
Guilty men
One admires the intrepid spirit
that contracts for Six in an A832
trump suit, opposite a hand known
to be weak. But, when paitner
turns up with lovely trumps and
the contract is still vastly inferior
to 6NT, one has relu_ctantly to
look for a flaw in the bidding.
Had West said 3NT instead of
Three Diamonds, East would have
continued with a natural 4NT
which could have been raised in
the greatest comfort.
The no-trump slam is made
whenever Six Diamonds is on,
and in many other positions; for
24

Eating partners.
Our first pair's favourite pastime.

example, when +J falls, or the
heart finesse wins, or a squeeze
position shows. Of course, our
West claimed that on the actual
hand North's defence .against
6NT would be automatic-cash
+A at trick one and exit with 09.
But you never know-North
might have slipped up . . .
Featherbedding the Farmers
The next slam was a Swiss miss
(see Harold Franklin's comments
on the Swiss convention, page 19).
WEST

than a forcing takeout of Three
Diamonds, but there was also the
Swiss convention: the partnership
had agreed to play Four Clubs to
show a strong rai~e to Four of
the major with good controls,
Four Diamonds to show very good
trump support.
Sagely choosing, "West deemed
his hearts more worthy of emphasis than his diamonds. Accordingly he bid Four Diamonds and
now East went like a bat out of
hell, alighting only at Seven
Hearts. Trumps broke but the
diamond finesse was deservedly
wrong.

EAST

+Q62
+AK8
\?AK92
yQ543
OAJ72
OK86
+J9
.AK8
Our East opened One Heart
and his partner was able to choose
from an array of responses. A
delayed game raise (Two Diamonds, to be followed by Four
Hearts) appeared more accurate

Sleeping partner.
The Editor's favourite pastime.
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Critics of the Swiss gimmick
would be ill advised to claim the
, debacle in vindication of their
views. In fact Four Diamonds is
the one bid which should keep a
volatile East out of Seven-and
for the right reason, moreover:
that West has no side suit substantial enough to take care of
East's losers.
Over the natural response of
Two or Three Diamonds East
would have had much more
excuse (after locating \/ AK by
means of Blackwood) for getting
excited.
The enemy East-West pair were
Murray and Atkins of Kokstadt,
known to South African bridge as
· The ·Farmers. They certainly
farmed us. Any tendency to
regard them as mere straw-chewing sons of the soil was quickly
dispelled in play-they were in

Balancing.
(Tony Priday, especially, needed protection.)

fact in the running for the, "Test"
match-and they bid the very
obvious Six Hearts. "We hadn't
the machinery to bid Seven",
they explained apologetically.
The other players in the winning
team, which represented Natal
Province, were McMahon and
von Klemperer, Mrs. Schneider
and Dr. Linder, Petra Mansell
and Medwin. After this match
we went back to Johannesburg
where, continuing our bad patch,
we lost two more matches. These
were against Katzen-Martinovic
and Ettlinger-Horwitz, and BroerJulius Butkow, Hymie Butkow,
Katzen and Klugman.
Then we had a change of luck ,
winning a multi-team event of
120 boards for the Al Italia

Two Diamonds and no hearts.
(We visited diamond factory.)

a
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Trophy, an annual Transvaal
tournament sponsored by the airline. Our opponent should not
have gone wrong on this deal:
WEST

EAST

+AK82
\/Q86
() A K 8 3
75

+95
\/72
() J 10 9 4
AK 1096

+

SOUTH

No
No

+

WEST

NORTH

EAST

I+

2\/

3()
5()

No
All pass.

3+
4()

North started with Ace, King
and another heart, South petering.
Dummy ruffed with () J and
South rather self-consciously produced () 2. Obviously you now
propose to drop North's ()Q, but
what is your precise play?
West in fact tried to ruff two
spades and North made ()Q in
front of dummy. The full deal:

Another satisfied customer.
(Michael Wolach at a native township.)

After ruffing the heart at trick
· three declarer can afford one top
• 10 6 4
trump to see if North's Queen is
\/AKJ954
bare. When North follows small,
() Q 7
by far the best chance is to play
• 42
South for 4-4 in spades and clubs .
WEST
EAST
This holding is a likely one after
South's under-ruffing manoeuvre,
• 95
AK 82
\/ Q 8 6
~hich was clearly dictC"J ed by ct
\/ 7 2
()AK83
() J 10 9 4
need to guard the black suits.
After playing one top trump,
+A K 10 9 6
75
SOUTH
declarer continues with two rounds
• Q J 73
of spades and spade ruff, followed
by three rounds of trumps. On
\/ 10 3
() 6 52
the last of these South is squeezed
for the eleventh trick.
Q J83
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NORTH

+

+

+

/

very many congratulations on
their enterprise. It is difficult to
An example of the sort of zip
which helped the tour, and which
could help bridge in England: all
the hands for all the matches were
dealt before we arrived and were
copied, 8 hands per stencilled
page. When the players and
kibitzers had taken their seats for
a set of boards, sealed packets
were opened and the kibitzers
were given copies of the ·hands.
You can imagine how this added
to their enjoyment.
Anyway, we had a wonderful
time. . Gardener, Rose, Wolach
and Priday would not forgive me
if I did not hint here at the
warmth of our feelings to South
African bridge and to many new
friends.

No doubt it was bovine of me
as South to peter in hearts. Had
I not done so, and had partner
switched to a club, the hand
would have been urimakable.

The . "Test" Match
The climax of the tour was a
54-board match against a South
African team selected by the
tourists from the players who had
done best against them. We chose
Mr. and Mrs. Goslar and Katzen
and Martinovic of Johannesburg,
with Dr. Gordon and Hill of Port
Elizabeth, and the result was 191111 to us. The hands were not
brilliantly exciting in the play, but
I acquired a number of good
bidding problems which I hope to
foist on the conductor of 100 Up.
Reflecting on the tour, our perform ance was not very sparkling,
bridgewise; we lost 4 matches in
22 and won a couple of pairs
tournaments. But the tour was an
undoubted success: our opponents
anq the spectators thoroughly
enjoyed the matches and were
much interested in our exposition
of Acol, which has been little
played in South Africa.
Attendances were good, seldom
below 100, and finance is not
likely to be a bar to further tours
of the Republic. Rita Jacobson
and Jack Harrison of the Cavendish bridge club; Johannesburg,
who sponsored the trip, received

A t the Kruger game reser ve.
(Rita Jacobson and Gunther Gos[er
(right).)
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Letter From America
by ALAN TRUSCOTT ·

complete movement to be played
in the two final · sessions. The
American Contract Bridge League
believes in the greatest happiness
of the greatest number, and therefore qualified 112 pairs. Each
of these only met 26 of the others
in the final rounds, so that one
pair could easily meet ' weaker
opposition than another. You
may say that this is only a debit
from the expert angle; certainly a
number of the American experts
would have preferred a more
savage pruning of the field.
For the major events the boards
are multiplicated by the players
in an ingenious way, which certainly adds to the players' enjoyment, but the sections of a pairs
tournament are still scored separately. The idea of scoring over
the whole field has not been tried,
although an experiment is to be
made shortly using a computer.
But slight theoretical imperfections do not prevent the best
players coming to the top. The
Pairs Championship at tl;le Fall
Nationals was won by B. Jay
Becker and Mrs. Dorothy Hayden, with the formidable young
Californians Marshall Miles and
Eddie Kantar in second place.

Duplicate bridge in tbe U.S.A.
is a game for the masses. I knew
this in theory before I arrived
here, but it has been interesting to
discover the practical ways in
which the game is different.
On the credit side is the fact
that press publicity is vastly better
than in England. Almost every
paper carries a bridge column of
considerable length, usually a
syndicated one, and the editors
are very ready to give considerable
space to bridge news.
On the debit side is a strong
tendency to organise everything
with a view to satisfying Mrs.
Guggenheim, even if it means
theoretical imperfections in the
type of competition. The Open
Pairs Championship at the last
Fall Nationals (in Phoenix, Arizona) were a good example. This
carried qualifying points for the
1963 international trials, which
are eagerly sought after by the
top experts. Two hundred and
eighty pairs entered for the event,
which consisted of two qualifying
sessions and two final sessions.
The policy of the English Bridge
Union in such circumstances
:would be to qualify perhaps 28
patrs, which would enable a
29

Mrs. Hayden has represented
the U.S. in international women's
events, and is extremely well
qualified in every way to do so.
Any masculine expert would be
proud ·of this extended criss-cross
squeeze which she executed d:tuing
the tournament:

After careful study Mrs. Hayden decided that West did not
look like a player with ()QJ.
Hoping that East would prove to
have four diamonds, or possibly
QJ9, she went up with dummy's
King of diamonds and played five
rounds of trumps. On her fifth
trump she discarded () 10 from
dummy, leaving this position:

South dealer
Love all
NORTH

NORTH

• Q 983
\/QJ74
() A K 10
• 93

• Q98

()A

WEST

EAST

WEST

+A 7 5

• J 10 6 2

• 75

\1

\/8

+A K 10 8 2

()1954
• J 765

\1()Q

6 53
() Q 6

+ 10

SOUTH

\1

·-

+K

\/-

A K 10 9 2
()8732
+Q4

WEST

NORTH

•

J 10 6

\1-

·-

.

() 8 7 3

At this point East still had to
discard and was trapped, as
Dorothy Parker once said, like a
trap in a trap.

The bidding was:

Mrs Hayden
Becker
1\1
Dble Redble
No
2+
4\/
No
No

EAST

() J 9

SOUTH

+ K4

SOUTH

·\1-

EAST

I+

The five days preceding the Fall
Nationals were devoted to pairs
trials to decide the North American team for the 1963 Bermuda
Bowl contest, which will be at St.
Vincent, . Italy, in June. The
method of scoring was similar to
the "Butler" method, and the
great majority of American ex-

No

West led the King of clubs, the
Ace of spades and the Ace of
clubs and, fortunately for declarer, continued with the 6 of
diamonds. A spade at this stage
would have spoiled everything.
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perts and organisers were well
satisfied with this arrangement.
It seems likely to be a permanent
feature.
The winners of the trial were
G. Robert Nail, the only player
in the 1962 team who qualified
for the trials, and Jim Jacoby, son
of the top master-point holder,
Oswald Jacoby. Their style is
almost English, for they use Acol
Two-bids and show commendable
eagerness to get into the bidding.
Runners-up were Robert Jordan
and Arthur Robinson of Philadelphia, a young pair of very great
, ability who also have excellent
temperaments. They will be remembered as the leading American pair in the Cannes Olympiad,
where they were among the
leaders all the way and finally
finished fifth.
Four pairs, including Crawford
and Stone, were fighting for third
place during the last round. Howard Schenken, easily the most
experienced player in the field,
was playing with Peter Leventritt
and they got the verdict on the
post. They play a One Club
system which Schenken has recently developed. It bears some
resemblance to the Neapolitan
system, which is not sanctioned
for use in tournaments here.
This team may well bring the
Bermuda Bowl back to America
for the first time since 1954. I

fancy them to beat Italy if, as j .
rumoured, the Blue Team undergoes extensive reconstruction. The
key match may well be the Americans against the French, who are
undoubtedly formidable.
Abandoning the lofty heights of
international competition, I should
mention another way in which the
tournament organisers here provide for the more humble enthusiasts. For the nine .days of the
Nationals there were -side games
(Open Pairs to you) available
morning, afternoon and evening.
Each session had its own grandiloquent title with placings worked
out over the whole field as well
as by sections. On the penultimate evening I achieved second
place overall in the Casa Grande
pairs from a field of 260 pairs. I
tried again the following .night
in the Salt River Canyon pairs,
and had another second. Oh
well, keep trying.

Norman Douglas, secretary of the N.i.B.U. and
Northern Irish Delegate to
the B.B.L., died suddenly -on
January 15 at the age of 66.
He had a most likeable
personality and his death
will be regretted by his many
friends
throughout
the
Bridge world.
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Hands of the Month

Melville-Smith ,Trophy
West dealer

GameaH

• 10 6 3
\/1862
()AK94

+K 9 8
\/ Q 5
() 10 7 6 53 2
+K 9

+ 10 6

f7J
L:J

• 14 2
\/A 10 9 4 3
()

--

+17432

+AQ7 5
\/ K 7
0 Q 18
+AQ85
Room 1
SOUTH
Booker

WEST

NORTH EAST
Saunder.~
Mrs.
ColForbes lings
No
No
No
1<)
No
1+
1<V
2<V
1+
2.
3<V
No
No
Dble
4+
No
No
No
<VQ led. 7 tricks. 800 to E-W.

Room 2
SOUTH
Tait

1+
1+
3NT

WEST
NORTH EAST
Dr. Lee Amsbury Konslam
No
No
No
10
l<V
~0
1NT
No
No
No
No
No

<V4 led. 8 tricks. 100 to E-W.

Two teams of interesting bidders clashed in this 2nd-round match for the MelvilleSmith Trophy (a London and Home Coqnties knock-out event, in which each
player has to play an equal number of boards with each other team member).
Saunders finally won by 26 new i.m.p.

Room 1. West's slightly forward raise to 1wo Hearts set his opponents on the
road to ruin. North would have been better advised to pass rather than bid Two
Sp<1;des, for it is generally unwise to support , partner's second suit on three small,
particularly with minimum values. A less enterprising player might well have
missed the final double on East's cards.
The declarer was allowed to win the first trick with the King of hearts. He then
played a diamond and the defenders were able to take the Ace of hearts, four trumps
by cross-ruffing, and still come to the King of clubs.

Room 2. Here the bidding and play were normal but, with the cards lying unfavourably, the declarer could register only 8 tricks despite the combined 26-count.
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by Ronald Crown

Mrs. · Forbes v. Saunders
South dealer

North-South vulnerable

• 6432
\/54
0 862
• .K 10 7 4

+K
v K 10 9 2
0
•

A K J3
Q 6 53

rY:l
•

+A Q 10 8 5
\/ 7 3
0 7 54
• 982

~
97
J

\/AQJ86
0 Q 10 9
.AJ
Room J
SOUTH
WEST
NORTH
KonCollings Booker
slam
lNT
No
2+
Dble
2\/
2+
No
No
2NT
No
No
No
()A led. 8 tricks. 690 toN-S.

EAST
Amsbury
No
Dble
Dble

Room2
SOUTH
Saunders
1NT

<)A Jed. 5

WEST
Mrs.
Forbes
No

trick~.

NORTH
Tait
No

EAST
Dr.
Lee
No

200 to E-W .

Room 1. West's Two Club overcall-stated to be ."natural"-led to a somewhat unstylish auction in which Konstam appeared likely -to lose about 80!J, but
the play quickly put a different complexion on the matter. At trick 2 the King of
spades was led and allowed to hold and West had a problem which he elected to
resolve by leading the Queen of clubs. The declarer won in hand and played the
Queen of hearts, taken by West who returned a club. Konstam calmly took this
with dummy's King~ dropping his established Jack, and cashed . the 10 and 7 of
clubs, discarding spadesfrorn hand·. Then he threw West in with the fourth round
of hearts to lead up to <) Q.
Room 2. West reasonably decided to take no action-a double would be the only
orthodox alternative-:-and a more normal defence held the declarer to 5 tricks.
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l
~elow

we reproduce the January proble~~

Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
1+
No
10
No
2+
No

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone :NORTH
SouTH
WEST
2<V

South holds:+AS <y1 Kl08762 () 7 +KJ83.
What should South bid?

?

South holds:+06 <y1K852 0 AJ103 +J74.
What should South bid?
Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
-10
1NT
No
3<V

Problem No. 6 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game aU, the bidding
has gone:NORTH , EAST
Sourn
WEsT
2<yl
3<yl
1<V
2+
?

South holds:+5 <y1AJ8765 0 KQ52
What should South bid?

?

South holds:,
+Q104 <y1J73 0 94 +AJ1086.
What should South bid?
Problem No. 3 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, game all, the
bidding has gone:NORTH EAST
SoUTH
WEST
Dble
No
1+
-No
3<V

+74.

Problem No. 7 (20 points)
North-South vulnerable, the bidding
I
has gone:NoRTH EAST
Sourn
WEST
No
10
?

South holds:+KQJ <V A104 OKQJ7 +983.
What should South bid,
(a) At aggregate scoring?
(b) At match-point pairs?

?

South holds:+A972 <y18 0 K10865 +J73.
(a) Do you agree with South's response of Two Spades? If not, what
alternative do you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?
I

4 <V

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:-

'

Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, game all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
·2 <V
1+

NORTH
SouTH
WEST
No
No
1NT
No
No
3NT
No
No
No
6+
No
South holds:+986 <V 3 () Q982 +06543.
What should ~olith lead?

South holds:+KJ9543 <y1753 O AKQ9 +-.
What should South bid?
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Master Point News
by FRED BINGHAM
PROMOTIONS
To Life Master: R. Preston. To Nation::~] Master: A Lennon (Northern Ireland);
P. E. Morley(North-Western); J. Pearlstone (Sussex).
To "Two Star" Master: F. Boot (Gloucestershire); A. W. Bowen (Kent); J. T.
Chapman (Warwickshire); E. W. Crowhurst (Berks. and Bucks.); Mrs. J. M.
Davies (Warwickshire); E. Foster (Warwickshire); Mrs. D. M. Hopewell (Notts.);
J. Langiert (London); A. Mackinnon (Northern Ireland); L. Monell (Yorkshire);
C. E. Robinson (Staffordshire).
To "One Star" Master: G. B. Burrows (Essex); Miss M. Cole (Northern Ireland);
A. T. M. Jones (Somerset); A. G. Jefferey (London); F. W. Marston (Warwickshire); Mrs. H. Rye (London); Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Stevenson (Surrey); Mrs. 0. J.
Topping (North-Western); G. H. Yarnell (Sussex).
·
To Master: Dr. W. Bamber (Northern Ireland); C. Beach (London); Mr ..and Mrs.
W. W. Brown (Berks. and Bucks.); G. W. R. Cowp]and (Sussex); R. Crawford
(Northern Ireland); A. E. B. Duval (Devon and Cornwall); Mr. and Mrs. G. R.
Forrester (Yorks.); Mrs. S. D. Hiron (Berks. and Bucks.); P. Heywood (Notts.);
J. M. Ingham (North-Western); Mrs. M. Knowles (North-Western); Mrs. J.
Lawson-Brown (Southern Counties); J. L. Page (Kent); Mrs. N.J. Parker (Sussex);
Mrs. M. V. M. Palmer (Southern Counties); R. V. S. Rowe (Kent); C. W. Scholes
(Yorkshire); H. Sharp (Northern Ireland); Mrs. A. R. Smedley (Derbyshire);
M. Stolarow (Berks. and Bucks.); Mrs. L. Sumberg (Staffs.); C. Wharton (Norfolk);
K. A. Woodward (Oxfordshire).
LEADING SCORES
Life Masters: R. Sharples (732); J. Sharples (731); M. Harrison-Gray (713L
Mrs. P. Gordon (611); A. Rose (523); B. Schapiro (517); J. Nunes (507); Dr. M.
Rockfelt (497); E. J. Spurway (477); Mrs. R. Markus (471); S. Booker (425);
R. A. Priday (421); M. Wolach (411); M. J. Flint (409); D. Rimington (402);
J. Hochwald (397); Mrs. A. L. Fleming (392); Miss D. Shanahan (392); L. Tarlo
(390); Mrs. M. Oldroyd (380); Dr. S. Lee (379); R. Swimer (376); A. Finlay (375);
I. Manning (372); C. Rodrigue (367); A. Dormer (340); F. North (339); A. F.
Truscott (336); F. Farrington (334); P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer (328); K. W. Konstam
(325); J. T. Reese (324); G. Griffiths (322); R. Preston (316); B. H. Franks (314)
J. Lazarus (307); H. Franklin (304); *N. Gardener (202); *L. W. Dodds (138).
* Honorary Life Masters.
National Masters: J. D. R. Collings (353); R. S. Brock (332); H. K. Cooke
(319); C. Vickerman (317); J. H. Taylor (314); P. G. F. Whitehouse. (305); E. C.
Milnes (294); G. Fell (291); R. Crown (286); R. T. Higson (286); B. P. Topley
(273); P. Richardson .(271); M.A. Porter (269); E. Leader-Williams (268}; J. Pugh
(265); R. Franses (253); K. R. Barbour (245); I. M. Morris (241); Mrs. G. Durran
(240~; Mrs. A. M. Hiron (234); P. Juan (234); J. Bloomberg (225); N: S. L. Smart
(223); E. Newman (222); J. Miezis (222); E. Jamieson (220); J. Albuquerque (217);
Mrs. R. F. Corwen (217); Mrs. M. Whitaker (215); S. Blaser (209); P. E. Morley
(206); Mrs. G. E. Higginson (205); P. F. L. Tottenham (204); J. Pearlstone (186);
G. Mathieson (183); Dr. R. Y. Forbes (181); E. Silverstone (181); J. Tarlo (175).
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I

E.B.U. Results
DRAW FOR GOLD CUP-ROUND 3
C. Hille (beat C. Walkden 5 i.m.p.) v. J. Field (beat G. L. Delbeke 14 i.rn.p.)
P. W. Poulter (beat J.P. Watson 9 i.m.p.) v. M. Harrison-Gray or J. E. Taylor
M. A. Sutherland (beat Mrs. J. Durran 17 i.m.p.) v. { 0. Parkinson (beat J. S.
Sindell 7 i.m.p.)
E. W. Crowhurst or A. G. Dormer v. N. Gardener or C. G. Ainger
P. Juan or J. Tar1o v. J. Sargeant or H. Abrahams ·
Mrs. P. M. Williams or C. Lester v. C. G. Bottone or Mrs. R. Markus Mrs. M. Edwards (beat A. Scouller 22 i.m.p.) v. A. G. Jeffery (beat G. B. Burrows
28 i.m.p.)
M. A. Porter (beat N. Silverbeck 25 i.m.p.) v. S. W. Thomas (beat F. C. Keyte 12
- i.m.p.)
.
F. Farrington (beat E. F. Briscoe 59 i.m.p.) v. B. Hinton (beat J. C. Bloomfield
59 i.m.p.)
Mrs. I. Golding (beat G. Fell 10 i.m.p.) v. P. E. Morley (beat Mrs. R. T. Higson
36 i.m.p.)
~ Dr. J. B. Fulton (beat K. Blundell 51 i.m.p.) v. J. H. Doran or J. R. L. Thompson
br. 1. B. Switalski or E. H. Pudsey v. A. S. Monckton (beat R. Haroy 26 i.m.p.)
t. _Morrell (beat M. Allen 53 i.m.p.) v. R. C. C. Gyles (beat L. R. Griffin 9 i.m.p.)
J. Bloomberg (w.o. R. D. F . Bland scr.) v. Mrs. ,R. Sh-arples or J. Newton
I

DRAW FOR CROCKFORD'S CUP-SEMI-FINAL

I,

E. Senk or Mrs. E. Kraus v. Mrs. R. T. Higson (beat Miss 0. Ramus 21 i.m.P,.)
Mrs. M. Whitaker or A. G. Dormer v. M. Williams or G. B. Burrows
R. A. Priday or Mr~ . Williams v. Mrs. Harper or G. C. H. Fox
M. Harrison Gray (beat C. G. Ainger 57 i.m.p.) v. A. T. M. Jones (beat R. C. C.
Gyles 17 i.m.p.)
M. Allen or E. H. Pudsey v. P. A. Broke (beat P. Myhill 28 i.m.p.)
W. E. Lee or B. C. Wilcox v. Mrs. R. Campfield or L. Morrell
B. Hinton or P. F. L. Tottehham v. K. E. Stanley (beat D . A. Rose 8 i.m.p.)
A. S. Monckton (beat G. P. Hirst 21 i.m.p.) v. J. Hibbert or L. Tarlo
HUBERT PHILLIPS BOWL

G. C. H. Fox or A. H. Dalton v. Mrs. P. Albuquerque (beat"R. Preswn 1810 points)
P. W. Poulte_r or Mrs. M. Whitaker v. Mrs. P. Forbes (beat Mrs. P. M. Williams
520 points)
Mrs. M. Edwards (beat C. G. Ainger 1190 points) v. Mrs. J. Juan (beat Mrs. Della
Porta 2680 points)
A. G. Jeffery (beat I. Bowden 900 points) v. R. H. Chope or A. T. M. Jones
J. Newton or A. 0. L. Atkin v. J. H. Doran.(beat S. Meggitt 2770 points)
Dr. J. B. Fulton or Mrs. R. Oldroyd v. E. H. Pudsey or L. Morrell
Mrs. M. Davies (beat E. Burston 1520 points) v. M.A. Porter or Mrs. W. E. D. Hall
, P. E. Morley or Mrs. P. Hartill v. H. Johnson or E. F. Briscoe
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- Develop Your Bidding
Judgment
by TERENCE REESE

A new book by Terence Reese . to Two or to Three.
is due to appear on March 12. It
If I had held a doubleton spade
i~, called - Develop Your Bidding
and Jx of diamonds, I might have
Judgment (price 2ls.) and con- chosen 2NT to make some use cf
sists of 75 bidding problems in my heart honours, but with three
which he gives over-the-shoulder spades and a singleton diamond
advice in the style of Play Bridge that would be somewhat eccentric.
With Reese. The following ex- I don't think we need look further
tract is printed by permission of than the three alternatives menthe publishers, ·, The Oak Tree tioned above:
Press, London.
Three Spades
Two Spades
Often in Danger
Double.
In match play, with neither side
vulnerable, I hold in' third posiThe Choice
On the surface, all I know
tion:
about partner's holding is that
.1085 '\)AJ76 OJ +A9753.
My partner, sitting North, he has opened One Spade and did
opens One Spade, East passes, not deem his hand worthy of a
and I respond Two Clubs. West free rebid over Two Hearts. He
intervenes with Two Hearts and is .no doubt short of hearts and
this is passed to me. The bidding cannot have much in the way of
club support.
· has gone:
SOUTH WEST
. NORTH EAST
There is no bar in our system
to opening bids on a four-card
1.
Pass
major, but there is
strong
Pass
Pass
inference here that partner has
five spades. · For one thing, he ·
The Alternatives
The main choice lies between must have been prepared for a
doubling the hearts and support- Two Heart response, and over '
ing the spades. If I decide to that his rebid would presl.lma bly
support the spades there may be a have been Two Spades. Another
question whether I should raise way of arriving at the same con-

a
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elusion is to reflect that he probably holds nine cards in spades
and diamonds.
Two Spades or Three Spades?
If West had passed and North
had rebid his spades, I would have
had a very sound raise to Three
Spades. That is sufficient to
establish that Two Spades would
be an underbid now and that I
am worth Three despite · holding
only three trumps.
What are the Prospects of a
Double?
Certainly we will not make
500; however, if even 300 were
likely, it would not be wrong to
go for that in preference to an
uncertain game.

(3) 'My hand does not hold any
unpleasant surprise for the declarer. He knows he is missing
AJ of hearts and ' was prepared to ,
_find ·them on the wrong side as
well. As to my singleton diamond,
that may well be duplicated by
honours in partner:s hand. If
declarer's diamonds are something
like Axx he will be counting on
two losers in any event.
(4) This is not the sort of
situation that can turn up in a
pairs tournament where one has
to make a close double because
there ~s no other way of obtaining
a fair result. Probably we can
beat Two Hearts by one trick but
we can score 140 or 170 with
much les.s strain in Two Spades.

Many players regularly double
However, as I have said, I con~
in this sort of position, observing
sider
the hand worth , Thr~e
rather loosely, "Partner can take
Spades,
and I mark the alterit out if he doesn't like it." Even
·natives:
on that basis the double here is
much too cl~se for- my liking. I
Three Spades
10
see the following objections to it
/ 5
Two Spades .
in principle:
Double
2
I
(I) I have support for my
partner's suit, which I have not
shown. If partner has only five
spades he will expect them to produce tricks in defence, and they
may not. ·
(2) I don't see a clear-cut line
of defence. Partner niay well start
off with an unfortunate lead such
as Queen of clubs from Qx.

.

Of . th~ arguments advanced · on countless occasions by unagainst a double of Two Hearts, successful doubles of part-score
that of paragraph (3) is the 'one contracts at the other table. The
that "busy" players constantly apologia US1.Ially begins along
overlook. It is a form of arrog- these lines: "How could I tell
ance to double an opponent who that the spades would be 5-0?"
has come in freely without taking · Or, still more infu~iating, "The ·
into account that the bid presum- double was all right. If I had
ably appear-ed sound to him when opened a diamond and my partner
he made it.
had underled his Ace of hearts ... '"
I speak with some feeling on this Ass! If it needed a tough defence
matter, because the fortunes of to beat them, the double was not
my team have been endangered all right!

The Sword is Sh·arp
Midlands news by A. HUTCHINSON

Our text to-day is taken from
the Book of the Prophets, Terence
and Albert, Chapter I 0 and the
sixth verse- "A pre-empt that is
known to be weak is a -blunt
sword." The inference is, of
course, that the high-card strength
of pre-emptive openings should
be varied to get the maximum
tactical benefit.
In the qualifying round of the
Midland Circle Cup competition,
a multi-team event for Warwickshire and the surrounding counties, this deal cropped up with
West the dealer at unfavourable
vulnerability:(See next column)
The opposing West opened One
Spade and, following energetic
competition from us, finished in

NORTH

+7

' \? K J 10 7 4 2
0 A943

+

75
WEST
EAST
• K 10 9 8 4 3 2 +. Q J 6 5
\? A
\? Q 6 3
0 7
-0 K 6 2
.K 6 3 2
Q 94
SOUTH
• A
\? 9 8 5
.0 Q J 10 '8 5
+A J 10 8
Five Spades doubled and one off.
Evidently he didn't consider the
circumstances suit~ble for a preempt and, in view of the vulnerability, you will perha,ps agree
with him.

+
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+

until sometimes black seems to
be white. Probably he wants you
to come a cropper when you play
against him." That is the end of
the warning and we return you
now to the report.).
Clearly not every situation can
possibly be covered by one chapter
in a - book, and the, authors of
The Acol System Today did not
examine pre-empts at unfavourable vulnerability. But it cannot
be accepted that with all hands a
pre-empt at unfavourable vulnerability is too dangerous.
Now, on the deal shown above~
the shape of West's hand gives
reason to suppose that two of the

Our West, on the other hand,
opened Three Spades and, with
silent opponents, was supported
to Four Spades and made it.
What did you say? Lucky?
Noi1sense!
If you accept that ,t he poss'ession
of two honour tricks should not
debar a pre-empt, the vulnerability
is left as the sole objection.
Dangerous? Perhaps, but is not
the danger more apparent than
real?
(We interrupt this report to
bring you a warning just received
from Mrs. Hutchinson. "Don't.
believe him. He twists everything
round to suit his own purposes

~~

t1

~~
{c

"Yes, partner's pre-empt is known to be weak.
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ALL her bids are."

three remaining hands will also
3rd L. N. Sayer, G. B. Hill, J.
be unbalanced. (Have you not
Twine and L. Levey.
noticed· how often there is one
4th V. J. Garrod, I. R. Plumbalanced hand in such cases-the
mer, E. Wilkinson and K.
centre of the maelstrom, so to
Robinson.
speak?), and, at this vulnerability,
5th L. A. Douce, P. Millar,
the opponents will often find a
H. K. ~ooke and P. Whitecheap sacrifice if you open with ·
house.
a bid of One. Is · not this risk at
6th E. Foster, Mrs. Townsend,
least as great as the risk of
L. Jacobs and G. S. Moffat.
running into trouble by opening
7th F. C. Keates, Mrs. G.
Jhree? You won't miss a game,
Gardner and Mr .. and Mrs.
since partner knows that you have
E. F. Briscoe.
seven probable playing tricks and
8th Mrs. M. Davies, Mrs. E.
you don't have to be weak in top
Dixon-Green, M.A. Porter
cards. In fact you should not
and J. T. Chapman.
pre-empt vulnerable ~m trickless
9th D . Dargan, G. Bara and
hands.
Mr. and Mrs. Collis.
Give East either the North or lOth Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Locke,
the South hand instead of his
Mrs. Shanks and P. Feeney.
present holding. Would you be Reserves: T. Hewson, A. G.
any worse off than if you opened Ottey, Mrs. W. Watts and A.
,
One Spade? I don't think so. Hutchinson.
Oh, well. Maybe we'll get there
West's pre-empt in fact gained for
r
us 7 i.m. p. Would you, with a anyway.
different East hand, be likely to
lose more? Again the answer
must be no. Then why not try it
CAMROSE .TROPHY
some time? Do it against me. I
England beat Wales, 4-2, 6-0,
shouldn't mind, so don't be
6-0.
England: Harrison Gray,
afraid. Come along now, be a
Rockfelt,
Buckley, Bowen, Topley,
devil!
E.
J.
Spurway,
n.p. capt. Konstam,
The Qualifiers
Wales:
V
.
.
Bevan,
R. Griffin,
1st P. 0. S. Johnson, H. Steier,
B.
Clowes,
C.
Smith,
M. GoldM. H. Airey and E. H.
blatt,
C.
Samuels,
n.
p. capt.
Barnby.
Dr.
J.
Butler.
Referee:
L.
Tarlo.
2nd Mr. and Mrs. W. E. D.
Northern Ireland beat Scotland,.
Hall~ B. G. White and D.
Baldwin.
5-l, 1-5, 6-0.
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PORTLAND PAIRS
Many heats have had to be cancelled because of the bad weather.
The B.B.L. have therefore decided
that, for this year only, any pair
may play in the final on payment
of an entry fee of 25/-. (Qualified
pairs pay only 20/-.) Entries to
Major Fell by 25 February.
The final will be played as usual
at Ilkley and Eastbourne on
March 9 and 10. The first four
pairs will be eligible for free ,'
accommodation at Vichy or Juan
les Pins.

MIDLANDS CONGRESS,
DROITWICH
Congress Pairs: 1st Nunes and
Collings, 2nd Buckley and Sarjeant.
Hayward Cup: Mr. and Mrs.
Hiron, Crown and Quinn.
Littleford-Healey Cup: Hochwald, Smerdon, Tottenham Jamieson.
Hayward Bowl (Mixed Teams):
Mrs. M. Davies, M. H. Airey,
E. H. Barnby, P. G. F. Whitehouse.

One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN HIRON

February Competition
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competition will be determined by, though not necessarily in strict
proportion to, the votes of the panel. ·
·
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:FIRST PRIZE
SECOND AND THIRD PRIZES
Two Guineas.
One Guinea.
Please read these rules carefully. No competitor may send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the ~.B.W. are eligible
for prizes.

Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World,
35 Dover Street, London, W.l, to arrive not lat,er than first post on
March 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SoUTII

WEsT

1\?
No ·
2\?
No
?
South holds·: +HO \?KQ10865
What should South

NoRTH

EAsT

20
2+

No
No

2+
? I

SouTH

WEST

NoRTH

No
2+

1+
2NT

EAST

SOUTH

WEST
, No·

NORTH

1\?
2NT
4+

EAST

WEST

NORTH

;EAST

1+

2+

2+

?

South holds:+104 <;?AJ8754 OA +Q543.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if East
had bid Three Spades instead of Two
Spades?

'
Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
·has gone:SoUTII

WEsT

Problem No. 7 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, East-West vulnerable, the bidding has gone: -

No

?
South holds:+K \?5 OAQ109762 +Q1054.
What should South bid,
(a) If North-South only are vulnerable? ,
(b) If East-West only are vulnerable?

EAST

Dble
Rdble
No
No
1NT
No '
Dble
No
2\?
?
South hold~:+97 \?964 OAJ52 +AJ64.
What should South bid?

No

South holds:+743 \?8 OAQ87 +109752.
What should South bid?

SotJTH

NORTH

Problem No. 6 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love ·all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH

Problem No. 3 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, the bidding has
gone:-

WEST ·

1+
No
i'+
No
1NT
No
3\?
No
?'
South holds:-.
+A10 \?K104 0KJ86 +Q976.
·What should South bid?
'

OAQ4 +Q3.
bid?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SourH:
No

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
I.M.P. · scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:--

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
l.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:-

EAST
No

SouTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

2\?
No

3NT
Dble

4\?

1\?

No

No
No
?
South holds:+KQ987 \?KJlO 08642 +5.
What should South bid?

No
No
No
No
South holds:+A32 "5 0874 4AJ10976.
What should South lead?
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You Say ...
Readers are invited to send letters on all subjects
to the Editor, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, London, W.l.
I

•

May I add a foot-note to your () J and 6NT Is not such a hot
remarks (You Say, December contract.
B.B. W.) about the historical and
One may not like the Unusual
legendary Barbarossa.
no trump but a partnership can
History records that he was have a firm understanding of what
drowned in a small stream in it means~ In his first example
Cilicia. The subsequent post- , North should have doubled One
mortem revealed the significant Spade. The second example has
fact that his tongue (appropriately nothing to do with the Unusual no
barbed) was firmly embedded in trump. Playing against the Rohis left cheek.
man system one could double
C. E. GATES, 1NT, but since South must rebid
Kettering, Northants. after 1NT one can better wait and
*
*
*
see. The subsequent action should
Regarding Edmund Phillips' present no difficulty to anyone
article To Bury, Not to Praise in who understands the Roman
the November B.B.W. I can system.
I think that players in a world
imagine that some players don't
like artificial conventions, but if championship playing for their
-one criticizes one should choose country should at least take the
occasions when the convention is trouble to work out counterineasused as it should be used.
ures against artificial systems.
In Mr. Phillips' first example
P. BoENDER,
the Roman system was misused.
The Hague, Holland.
Edmund Phillips cast doubt on
East's hand is worth much more
than 14 points. The right bid in the value of certain modern. conthe Roman system is Three Clubs, ventions as used in the 1962 World
forcing.- West rebids Three Hearts - Championship. Mr. Boender has
(minimum no trump and strong repr.esented Holland a number of
support for clubs) and at least times and his letter will be doubly
Six Clubs should be reached.
valuable if it inspires Phillips to
In the second example one has write further on the subject.
only to give West '{ J instead of
*
* -*
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Mr. Gielkens refers to the
If you are starting people off
in the bridge game·with your new following 100 Up problem:feature, Bridge Academy, for SOUTH WEST
NORTH EAST
heaven's sake start them off on
No
No
the right foot.
2NT
No
I+
No
Every experienced player knows ?
that Blackwood is not in the same South holds:street as the Culbertson Four\/AK6 OAKS +AJ10832.
Five, so why start them at a disIn my capacity as a panelist I
advantage?
suggested that South should now
Please don't tell me that the set the suit by bidding Four Clubs,
Four-Five is too difficult for and that a grand slam might then
beginners. Rather I would say be reached ". . . by means of a
that Blackwood is too easy.
Four Spade cue bid from partner
C. E. HOLMES, and a Baron-type try of Five
Newcastle-on-Tyne. Spades by South."

+5

You could be right when you sai
that Blackwood is too easy. Probably many players would be better
off if they never bid a slam in their
lives.
But your second paragraph is
somewhat exaggerated. Nico Gardener and Albert Rose are two
rather experienced players who
prefer Blackwood~ and there are
many others in this country. .

In the Baron system, when a
trump suit has been agreed, a bid
of Six in the suit below the agreed
trump suit is used as a grand slam
try. (Where the agreed suit is
clubs, the grand slam try is Five
Spades.) The bid asks partner to
call the grand slam if his trumps
are good in relation to his earlier
bidding.
Suppose that in the problem
*
*
*
under review North's hand were:
In connection with problem . +A~x \/QlOx 0 Qxx +Kxxx
No. 2 of the November competi- (quite possible, since his 2NT bid
tion, I would like to ask for suggested_guards in the unbid suits
further information regarding "·a and no biddable suit of his own).
Baron-type try of Five Spades Over South's' Four Clubs North
from South" (December B.B.W., could cue bid Four Spades, and if
page 47). What does it actually partner now made the grand slam
say, or what does it actually ask? try of Five Spades North, judging
J. W. GIELKENS, that his +Kxxx constituted good
Sittard, Holland. suppo_rt, could bid Seven Clubs.
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One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN HIRON
January solutions: If you did not enter for the January competition, try your
hand at the problems on page 34 before reading how the experts voted.
The.panel for the January competition .
consisted of the following eleven experts:
K. Barbour, E. Crowhurst, A. Dormer,
G. C. H. Fox, J. Nunes, T. Reese, D.
Rimington, C. Rodrigue and R.
Sharples, all of London and the Home
Counties; C. E. Phillips of Cheshire;
and P. Swinnerton-Dyer of Cambridge.
Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAST
1+
No
10
No
2+
No
?
South holds:+06 <y:JK852. OAJ103 +J74.
What should South bid?
Answer: 2NT, 10; Three Clubs, 9;
3NT, 5; Forir Clubs, 3.
The panel's vote: 4 for 2NT; 4 for
Three Clubs (Barbour, Fox, Sharples
and Swinnerton-Dyer); 2 for 3NT
(Dormer and Phillips); 1 for Four
Clubs (Rodrigue) . .
As a forcing to game situation is in
being, most of the panel were quite
content to make a peaceful waiting bid
in order to give partner plenty of room
in which to declare his intentions.
REESE: "2NT. It is true that one can
express the hand in a way by bidding
3NT, but that will not necessarily
simplify matters for partner. After 2NT
you can see what his general intentions
are, and you have such a bid as Three
Hearts in reserve."

CROWHURST: "2NT. We do not yet
know the basis of partner's force: it
could be in$phed by an enormous
diamond fit, it could be the start of a
sequence designed to show a powerful
two-suiter, or it could just be advertising_
a general rock-crushing holding. · His
next bid should clear things up a little."
However, the other "wait-and-see"
bid of Three Clubs had its supporters:SwiNNERTON-DYER: ''Three Clubs. If
partner at this point bids Three Diamonds I shall bid Three Hearts and see
whether he wants to play in 3NT or
· Five Clubs; slams now become unlikely
since <ylK will be a wasted card. If, however, he bids 3NT then there is a good
chance of his"having a 4-3-1-5 distribu-·
tion and I can go on to cue bid a key
feature such as <ylK."
BARBOUR: "Three Clubs. You have.
so many cards pulling their weight that
the so-called value bid of 3NT (which
overstates the hearts anyway) becomes
.dangerous, as it may be passed."
I have given an edge to the bid of
2NT for, after all, South has eight
points in the suits that his partner has
1
not bid. If _a no-trump bid is deferred
there is distinct danger that North
might infer more values in the black
suits and correspondingly less in the red.
A minority pressed for immediate
action:
RoDRIGUE: "Four Clubs. Let's make
it quite clear that our hand has considerable interest in going places.
Shoot the 3NT bidders!"
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DoRMER: "3NT. Three Clubs might
conceivably turn out better if partner has
a genuine black two-suiter in support
of which our
•J and ()A are
vital cards. On the score of frequency,
however, it is more likely that he has
general strength and for some reason
has not opened 2NT. In this case 3NT
from us will be best-the message being
that 6NT will be viable if the opener is
maximum with some fit in the red suits.
"Unfortunately this superb analysis
did not occur to me at the table. I bid
Three Clubs, subsequently found myself in difficulties, and missed a good
slam."
A bid of 3NT is more likely to be
taken as showing a very sound heart
.guard but a lack of tops.

+O.

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the bidding has gone:SouTH 'WEsT
NORTH EAST
1()
No
. 3\/
No .
1NT
?
South holds:+0104 \/173 ()94 .AJ1086.
What should South bid?
Answer: Three Spades, 10; 3NT,
Four Hearts or No Bid, 5; Four Clubs~
3.
The panel's vote: 4 for Three Spades;
2 for 3NT (Dormer and Fo..<); 2 for
Four Hearts (Phillips and Rimington);
2 for No Bid (Barbour and SwinnertonDyer); 1 for Four Clubs (Nunes).
, South has a maximum for his 1NT
bid and after North's strong rebid has
no real reason for dismay. However,
no adequate trump suit has presented
itself and 3NT is unlikely to be a success
unless partner can furnish a spade
picture. That explains why four of the
panel bid Three Spades·.

RODRIGUE: ' ~Three Spades. In this
context it is a directional asking bid,
but partner should realise that I have
more than a half stop in spades here,
when he has already shown a red hand.
It is interesting to note that if my 1NT
had been bid over spade intervention
on my right, then a subsequent Three
Spade bid would not ' ask' but would
confirm a sound stopper in the enemy
suit."
Phillips and Rimington rather smugly
assume that North has a five-card heart
suit, for they feel that he should know
that South does :r;10t hold fbur hearts.
Hence they both raise confidently to
Four Hearts.
That seems rather
·arbitrary-there are many hands with
four hearts that are better described by
a 1NT response.
Now here is a surprise: SwinnertonDyer and Barbour stopped bidding
before being clubbed away from the
board.
·
SWINNERTON-DYER: "No Bid. Only
those players who are strait-jacketed by
the dictates of books will go on. Of
course this sequence is forcing, under
general rules or by analogy. But in
competitive situations one must use
some sense-asking above all what
contract you have any hope of making.
All we know about the hand is that we
do not fit well with partner, who has
obviously made an overbid to see if the
hands fit. It would be monstrous to
punish him for his. initiative.
"However, I expect to see most of the
panel behaving like the Light Brigade
·and charging on into certain disaster.
That occasion cost only 600: this one
will certainly cost more."
Why do you treat a most aggressive
sounding bid as merely competitive,
just because a non-vulnerable opponent
has ·stuck in a bid?
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Problem No. 3 (20 points)

Agreeing with these premises but not
missing an opportunity to snipe at those
who are more cautious than he:
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Prefer Two Diamonds. The pawky responses of One
Diamond or One Spade can only be
adopted by those who have a reputation
for sound bidding: presumably their
partners will assume that they don't bid
(even a forced bid) on rubbish and will
toil on without extra values."
Which brings us to:
REESE: "Prefer One Diamond. These
little hops and skips on moderate values
are quite unnecessary when the' e is
plenty of room before you get near
.game."
Answer to (b): Four Diamonds, 10;
No Bid, 8; 3NT, 3.
The panel's vote: 5 for Four Diamonds; 5 for No Bid (Reese, Phillips,
Fox, Rodrigue and Nunes); 1 for 3NT
(Crowhurst).
I have co-opted a distinguished panelist to summarise his fellow voters'
views:
ARCHBISHOP CRANMER: "This hand
hath offendeth."
The Four Diamond bidders are in
two groups-those who radiate quiet
confidence and expect partner to resolve
the problems and those who toil on
with morbid resignation because the
Conductor has told them that he doesn't
like panelists abstaining.
The confident ones:
SWINNERTON - DYER: "Four Diamonds. On this sequence South cannot
have more than four spades, for with
five he has no reason to introduce the
diamonds at all. So partner must
certainly not give preference with three
spades and three diamonds. If North
has a 3-5-2-3 distribution we probably
left the realms of the makeable long
ago."

MatcQ.-point pairs, game all, the
bidding has gone:SOUTH

2+

1.

WEST

NORTH
Dble

EAST
No
No

No
3~
?
South holds:+A972 ~8 (>K10865 .J73.
(a) Do you agree with South's response of Two Spades? If not, what
alternative do you prefer?
(b) What ,should South bid now?
Answer to (a): Prefer Two Diamonds,
10; Prefer One Diamond, 5; Agree with
Two Spades, 3.
The panel's vote: 7 prefer Two Diamonds; 3 prefer One Diamond (Nunes,
Reese and Rimington); 1 agrees with
Two Spades (Barbour).
The suggested move of Two Spades
did not meet popular acclaim. But
most of the panel contented themselves
with recording their disagreement, saving their more savage comments for
the second half of the question. Nevertheless there was one supporter:
BARBOUR: "Agree with Two Spades.
If partner doubles for a takeout without
spade tolerance, he must have a very
powerful hand and we shall be all
right. If he is weak and is going to
pass my bid, then we want to be in the
higher-ranking contract."
But how about this?CROWHURST: "Prefer Two Diamonds.
Partner simply cannot guarantee good
support for both majors when he
doubles. Th~ responder should therefore avoid jumping in a bad four-card
suit, and here there is a sensible alternative in Two Diamonds. Further, to
judge from the opponents' failure to
mention hearts; we can guess that
partner has one or two that he will be
itching to tell us about."
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The less confident Four Diamond
_bidders gloomily forecast a disastrous
spade preference, but added ~ith relish ·
that South took this risk when he
responded Two Spades.
Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, game a1l, the bidding
has gone:SOUTH WEST
NORTH EAST
.. t+
2\/
?

South holds:+KJ9543 · \/753 OAKQ9
'What should South bid?

+-.

Answer: Five Spades, 10; Four
Hearts or Three Diamonds, 4.
The panel's vote: 7 for Five Spades;
2 for Four Hearts (Reese and Rodrigue);
2 for Three Diamonds (Fox and
Rimington).
Most of the panel were prepared to
play Six Spades if partner held either
first or second-round control in hearts.
The most popul~r way of finding out
was to bid a direct Five Spades, showing
no interest in minor suit controls and
very good spade support-in other
words, concern only in the heart
situation. One or two pessimists admitted the possibility of the opponents
taking three heart tricks to start with,
and other dangers:
NuNES: "Five Spades. It is of course
possible that partner might have a hand
with the requested heart control but no
+A, but it seems a very reasonable
gamble."
More optimistic:
BARBOUR: "Five Spades. With \/A
and - extra values North can , bid Six
Hearts and so pave the way to a grand
slam." ·
However there may .be another way
to find out about partner's hearts.
REESE: "Four Hearts. I proposed
this dazzling improvisation when the
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problem appeared elsewhere, gaining
little support."
·
RoDRIGUE: "Four Hearts. Forcing
to Four Spades (since Truscott crossed
the Atlantic). My partner should
realise that I cannot go to the Five-level
with three small losing hearts.''
This Four Hearts is reminiscent of
the old Culbertson Asking Bids, but
must on no account be confused with
Four Hearts (showing a void) a Ia
P.S.D. or with Four Hearts showing
heart control and a good raise to game
in spades, as suggested by the editor a
couple of months ago. Incidently, why
did Swinnerton-Dyer fail to bid Four
or even Five Clubs? I would have
thought this a good hand for his
methods.
There was also a slow approach
school of thought which proposed
Three Diamonds, but I don't think that
is likely· to turn out well.
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Sure as smoking starts a fug, sure as open
windows let in draughts and noise, sure as
stale air dulls the brain-and sure as you've
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Problem No. 5 (10 points)

I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH
SOUTH
WEST

2\7

4 \7

?

is a very fair chance of making one's
own contract. Analysis may show tha t
Five Hearts and Four Spades both fail ,
but meanwhile they may go on to Five
Spades. Also, best defences are not
always found , by either side."
Painting on a broader canvas than
the rest of the panel:
SWINNERTON-DYER: " Five Clubs. To
find out whether the hands fit (inwhich
case we may have to sacrifice at the
Six-level), or do not, in which case we
can defeat Five Spades. Besides, it is
better to make a bid that sounds confident. "
I don't approve of sacrificing at the
Si,{-level, having pushed the opponents
to Five Spades. Particularly as others
have expressed confidence in holding
East to nine tricks or less.

South holds:+A5 \7K108762 () 7 +KJ83.
What should South bid?
Answer: No Bid, 10; Five Hearts, 6;
Double, 4; Five Clubs, 2.
The panel's vote : 5 for No Bid; 3
for Five Hearts- (Crowhurst, Fox and
Reese); 2 for Double (Phillips and
Rimington); 1 for Five Clubs (Swinnerton-Dyer).
The' general feeling was that South
has adequate defensive values against
the opponents' contract of Four Spades.
To bid on mightbe a phantom save.
SHARPLES: "No Bid. I can't really Problem No. 6 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
double Four Spades or even bid Five
has gone:Hearts, as partner's bid might have been
SoiJTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
made under pressure. Our defensive
3\7
l \7
2+
2\7
prospects seem very reasonable on a
?
diamond lead."
South holds:DoRMER: "No Bid. Obviously we
+5 \7 AJ8765 () KQ52 +74.
expect to beat Four Spades after a
What should South bid?
diamond lead, needing only to find
Answer: Four Diamonds or No Bid,
partner with one of Three Aces; indeed,
10; Four Hearts, 7.
at pairs scoring the odds would favour
The panel's vote: 4 for Four Diaa double."
monds; 4 for No Bid (Barbour, Nunes,
Rating his defensive prospects slightly
Rimington and Sharples); 3 for Four
more highly :
Hearts (Dormer, Fox and Phillips).
PHILLIPS: "Double. We need only to
This problem has a lot in common
find a red Ace in partner's hand to be
with the last one, offering three altervirtually certain of defeating this con- natives in a competitiye situation.
not take the double However, the opponents here have sugtract. Partner
as a Royal command: if worthless gested considerable values, while you
defensively he will revert to Five Hearts."
have opened the bidding with distinctly
Opposed to these punitive principles
limited defensive prospects and partner
we have:has only found a simple raise. To
REESE: "Five Hearts. It is a first
merely bid one more is not attractive,
principle of competitive bidding that
as the opponents are given a free choice
one should always push on when there . between doubling and pressing on to

will
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the game that they have announced their
intention of bidding. The diversion of
Four Diamonds, on the other hand,
could well have a lead-directing value
and may possibly enable your partner
to find a good defence. As compared
with Four Hearts, the dangers are the
same but the prospects of gain are more.
REESE: "Four Diamonds. No doubt
you are outgunned, and that being so it
is good tactics to introduce diversions so
long as they occupy as much bidding
space as the straightforward alternative,
Four Hearts."
That seems to me to cover the
matter adequately.

useful diamonds also. Alternatively, it
may be that a heart lead is the one that
you need to avert."
Two of the panel settled for the
poppa-momma approach and responded
3NT: one, indeed, appended an ingenious justification:
PHILLIPS: " 3NT. This is not an
underbid, for the two Knaves are likely
to be worth less than their point value.
It is possible that the opponents can
run five club tricks against us, but an
approach bid in a three-card suit would
serve only to widen the range of possible
bad contracts."
Two Clubs also had its supporters;
the bid has the lead-inhibiting qualities
of Three Clubs without some of its
attendant dangers.
Sharples remarks that over a simple
club raise he would bid Three Diamonds,
forcing.
Fox: "One Heart. I usually force
with sixteen points, but her~ that would
have to be in a three-card suit. Also,
it may be advisable to keep the bidding
low."
The trap in that is that if partner
rebids One Spade you will' be forced
to take recourse to the fourth suit.
Then partner will have a very warped
picture of your hand, particularly if you
subsequently show affection for his
diamonds. The pitfall is avoided to
some extent by:

Problem No. 7 (20 points)

North-South vulnerable, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
10
?
South holds:-•KQJ '::} A104 0 KQJ7 +983.
What should South bid,
(a) At aggregate scoring? .
(b) At match-point pairs?
Answer to (a): Two Hearts, 10; Two
Clubs, 10; 3NT, 6; Three Clubs, One
Heart or One Spade, 3.
The panel's vote: 3 for Two Hearts;
3 for Two Clubs (Barbour, Dormer and
Sharples); 2 for 3NT (Phillips and
Rimington); 1 , for One Hearts (Fox);
1 for One Spad.e (Swinnerton-Dyer).
The Culbertson and Baron systems
have bids to describe this type of hand:
respectively Three Diamonds (forcing)
and 2NT (15-19 points, balanced hand).
Acol on the other hand is rather awkwardly placed. Some panelists felt it
imperative to force, with sixteen points
and an excellent fit with partner's suit:
REESE: "Two Hearts. If partner is
enthusiastic in support he will have

SwiNNERTON-DYER: "One Spade. One
does not really have the values for a
force but there may easily be a slam if
the hands fit. Fit primarily means a
four-card spade suit; -so we conduct the
bidding accordingly."
Yes, but if partner raises One Spade
to Two Spades he still may not have
four spades. In fact a bid of One Heart
is better equipped to flush a fout card
spade suit into the open.
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Answer to (b): Two Clubs, 10; Two
Hearts, 3NT, 4i One Heart, 3.
The panel's vote: 6 for Two Clubs;
2 for Two Hearts (Nunes and Reese);
2 for 3NT (Crow hurst and Phillips);
1 for One Heart (Fox).
Many of the panel could see no
reason to alter their carefully preparecl
master-bids in order to accommodate
the more competitive form of scoring.
However, Two Clubs has jumped up
in the marking:
SwiNr:mRTON-DYER: "Two Clubs. I
am now more inclined to go in for
simple fraud, designed to get a favourable lead against 3NT."
RODRIGUE: "Two Clubs. Not now
worth a force. Over a neutral rebid by
partner (Two Diamonds or Three
Clubs) we shall play in 3NT."
The Three Club bidder in (a) has slid
back to 3NT:
CROWHURST: "3NT. Slam bidding
is not so vital at match-points, but playing no trump games wherever possible
is. A force might now take us past this
desirable haven. If, of .course, partner
feels able to make a further move, I
shall accept the invitation with alacrity."

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH
Sourn
WEST
No
1NT
No
No
3NT
No
No
No
No
6+
No
South holds:+986 \?3 <)Q982 +Q6543.
What should South lead?
Answer: Three of Hearts, 10; Two of
Diamonds, 4; Queen of Diamonds, 2.
The panel's vote: 8 for Three of
Hearts; 2 for Two of Diamonds (Crowhurst and Phillips); 1 for Queen of
Diamonds (Swinnerton-Dyer).
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A clear cut majority here: the panel
were convinced that far and away the
best chance of defeating the adverse
contract was to find partner with \?A ·
or a quick trump trick.
REESE: "Three of Hearts. The worst
that can happen to you is that you wil1
kill a Queen that partner might not
have made anyway. That seems no
more likely than that he will have \?A
or +A. The way the bidding has gone,
the opponents could be missing a
major-suit Ace just as well as a minorsuit one."
BARBOUR: "Three of Hearts. It is
easy w push out the obvious trump, but
only solvers. in a hurry to finish will do
this."
Three of the panelists decided to pin
their faith to diamonds.
CROWHURST: "Two of Diamonds.
The delicate approach methods adopted
by East suggest that, to use the technical term, he may have taken a flier
and we ought to -try and find our minor
suit winner(s). Our length in the minor
suits makes it more likely that East has
losing diamonds than losing clubs."
Swinnerton-Dyer gives us <)Q as his
nap selection, with a view to simplifying
partner's task if he is fortunate enough
to hold <) AJ over dummy's King. If
constrained to lead a diamond of some
sort, I would trust partner to come to
the right decision in that situation; at
least a small diamond may leave declarer with a guess as we11.
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BRIDGE
. ACADEMY
Conducted by G. C. H. FOX
The noted bridge teacher directs our
regular feature fo.r improvers and social
players.

·· Last month we began to des- West opponents. Your first- round
cribe the general procedure at a opponents will have the same
Pairs Tournament with, say, nine pair number as your own, so in
tables. We assumed you were this case it will be 3 v. 3. On the
North-South pair No. 3 and that next round your opponents will
you had just dealt and played the be East-\Yest pair 2, and so on.
first board.
The next column on the score
It is the duty of the North sheet is for the contract. Here
player to fill in the score. With the normal abbreviations are used,
each board there is a score sheet, a cross signifying a doubled concalled a travelling score sheet tract and two crosses a redoubled
since it trave.ls to each table with contract. Jt is also customary to
the board. On this is recorded indicate any overtricks or underthe result at each table where the tricks by using a plus or minus
board is played. On the left hand sign. For example, 2S + 2
side of the travelling score sheet would mean that the contract was
you will see numbers running . Two Spades, making Fou r.
from 1 upwards. These corres2HX - 1 would mean that the
pond to the North-South pairs contract was Two Hearts doubled,
and, since you are pair 3, you defeated by one trick.
must enter your result on the
Having entered the contract,
third line. This is most important: you then put down the actual
a great deal of unnecessary trouble ·score. There are two columns for
to the tournament director is this, headed plus and minus from
caused through players carelessly the standpoint of the North-South
entering results on the wrong line. pair.
The next column is for inserting ·
The scoring for duplicate was
the pair number of your East- given by Ronald Crown in the
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BRIDGE ACADEMY continued
comprise the first round, the
tournament director will ask the
East-West pairs to move. Each
East-West pair moves to the next
higher-numbered table, and the
boards are passed down to the
the next lower - numbered table.
No doubt you are wondering
how the final scores are worked
out and how the winners of the
tournament are determined. This
is done by converting the scores ·
on the travelling score sheets to
"match points". The principle of
match point scoring will be explained in next month's Bridge
Academy.

December Bridge Academy and
there is no need for me to elaborate here. To give one simple
example: Suppose on your first
hand you, as North-South, bid
Four Spades and go one down,
neither side being vulnerable. The
travelling score sheet should read:
N-S E-W Con- By N-S N-S
Pair Pair tract
plus minus
3
3 4S - l N
50
After playing each board be
sure to count your cards and put
them back in the correct pocket
in the board.
When everyone has finished
playing their three deals which

1

PLAYING WISE continued from page 61
WEST
• 976
\? A 8 4 3
OK 63
• K Q7 ·

EAST
finessed. The King won and the
hearts were cashed, so he was two
• A Q J 10 2
\? 10
down.
0 A94
Do you see what he should
• A 852
have done? He did not need five
The problem: How should West tricks from Spades-three would
play in 3NT? South has bid be sufficient-and there was no
hearts and the suit is led and need to finesse.
continued. You . win the third
By playing the Ace of spades
trick with \?A and North dis- on the first round he would make
cards a diamond.
·the contract just as surely if North
The plan: Don't repine because had the King. BU:t what a
you should be in Four Spades. I difference if perchance South
was dummy, my partner was a should have the singleton Kingselfish player who kept insisting as he did. That little extra chance
on no trumps and I was weak would have meant 860 points to
enough to give in. When he us for game and rubber, instead
won with \?A he led a spade and of a 200 penalty for two down.
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BIDDING WIS
Ronald Crown discusses standard British
bidding and tests your knowledge with a
special quiz.
This month he advises on the bidding of
unbalanced hands when partner has opened
INT.

to take tricks. . Therefore you
should bid Two Spades: this has
the additional advantage of making it more difficult for the
opponents to contest the bidding.
Two Spades is a "weak takeout" which P';lrtner is expected to
pass irrespective of whether he
has a minimum or a maximum
1NT. This is an extremely important point and the inexperienced player is apt to go wrong.
For example, you open 1NT on a ·
very good-looking 17 points, your
partner bids, say, Two Hearts and
you are sorely tempted to bid
again: it is at this point that you
must exercise will power, for your
partner's hand may be as weak as
this:
.8 \?186432 (>J74 .865.
Remember that his bid of Two
Hearts · did not necessarily mean
that he expected to make the
contract; only that he expected
to make more tricks with hearts
as trumps than you could in no
trumps.

Last month we assumed that
partner had opened 1NT and you
held a balanced hand which was
suitable for a raise of no trumps.
This month we will assume instead
that you have an unbalanced hand
which may play better in a suit
contract.
With a weak unbalanced hand
opposite partner's 1NT opening,
you should first of all count your
points. Let us suppose that you
have too few points to contemplate a game contract. For
example, partner opens a strong
INT (16-18 points) and you
hold:
+QI08765 \?2 (>K632 .108.
Even if partner has a maximum
you are well short of the 25-26
points required for game, so you
are concerned only to find the
safest part-score contract. If you
leave partner in 1NT he may have
difficulty in establishing your
spade suit, but with that suit as
trumps the long cards are sure
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In other words, when one
player opens 1NT the responding
player is in charge of the auction.
If he makes a weak bid the
opener must respect it.

reasonably well adapted to a suit
contract, or to bid 3NT if it is
not. Suppose he holds either of
these two hands :

Next we deal with strong unbalanced hands opposite a 1NT
opening. If you feel sure that
game in your suit will be safer
than game in no trumps, your
action is simple: jump straight to
game.

(1) +A102 \?196 OK3 .AQ532.

+KQJ1076 \?8 OAJIO .732.
After 1NT from partner
(whether strong or weak) bid a
direct Four Spades. This is in
no sense a slam try and partner
will pass.

(2) +Q12 \?K15 OK107 .Q10
97.
On (1) he should raise Three
Hearts to Four. His \?196 are
· adequate support, as he knows
you have at least five, and he has
two Aces and an apparent ruffing
value in diamonds. These factors
combine to suggest that his hand
will play well in a suit contract.

Now we come to a group of
hands which need careful judgment: hands which are strong
enough for game opposite partner's 1NT, but which present a
choice between game in no trumps
and game in your suit. For
example, partner opens a weak
1NT and your hold:
+96 \?AQ1087 OAQ13 .16.
You have a minimum of 26
points in the combined hands but
you are not sure whether you
want to be in 3NT or Four
Hearts. The way to find out is
to bid Three Hearts, which is
forcing. Partner is expected to
raise the hearts if 'his hand is
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On hand (2) his heart support
is better but he has no Aces and
no ruffing value. Instead he has
intermediate cards which are more
likely to be useful in no trumps
than in a suit contract. He
should convert your Three Heart
bid to 3NT.
A jump response to 1NT can
be the prelude to a slam. Opposite partner's strong 1NT you
should bid Three Diamonds on:
+A2 \?A7 OKQ10653 .642.
You are slightly short of the
points needed for 6NT, but if over
Three Diamonds partner raises to
Four it would be reasonable to
assume that the good fit will
compensate for the shortage of
points. So you could continue

score, bid Two of your suit
(which must be at least a 5-card
suit).
(3) If you want to explore a
choice of games, or to investigate
a slam, make a forcing bid of
Three of a suit.
Next month's Bidding Wise will
cover hands which, despite the
absence of long suits, may still
play better in a 4-4 trump fit than
in no trumps. Such hands are
dealt with by means of the Stayman convention.

with Blackwood and bid Six
Diamonds if he showed two Aces.
If, over Three Diamonds, partner bid 3NT, it would be more
judicious to pass.
To sum up this month's Bidding
Wise, when partner opens 1NT:
(1) Add up the points in the
combined hands, allowing extra
points for distribution, to ascertain in which zone (i.e., partscore, game or slam) you want to
play the hand.
(2) If you decide on a part-

BIDDING QUIZ
You are not vulnerable and your partner opens INT. What do you
say?
1.
2.
3.

.KJ9763
• Q 10 3
.A7643

\? K 8 4
\?A 7
\? J 8

0 84
0 K 986
0 Q84

+ 65
+ Q 743
+ J 92

You are vulnerable and your partner opens 1NT. What do you say?
4.
5.
6.

• K82
.A 7
• J 873

\? Q J 4
0 A3
\? K Q 10 4 3 2 0 10 7 4 3
0 Q 8 42
\?6

+AJ976
+8
+ K 7 54

You are South with neither side vulnerable. ·What do you say in
each of the following auctions?
7.

SOUTH

WEST

INT
?

2\?

You hold: .K J 7 2
8.
SOUTH
INT
?
You hold: • Q 9 4

2.

NORTH

EAST

3\?

\? J 8 6 0 A 9 +K J 6 3
WEST

NORTH

2\?

3+

EAST

NB
I

\? A 8 2 0 K J 9 4 3 + K 6
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ANSWERS TO BIDDING QUIZ
1. Two Spades, 10 points. Not
as weak as it might be, but
nevertheless not strong enough
for any other action.
2. 2NT, 10 points. If partner
has a maximum you _want him to
bid game. Otherwise, eight tricks
should be safe.
3. No Bid, 10 points; Two
Spades, 4 points. You have a
balanced hand and it is not
particularly likely that spades will
be the_ best contract. The pass
is much better.
4. 4NT, 10 points; Three Clubs,
2 points. 4NT is quantita~ive,
asking partner to bid ·Six if he's
maximum. The clubs are not
really good enough to need mentioning.
5. Four Hearts, 10 points; Three
Hearts, 5 points. Whatever part-

ner says over Three Hearts the
final contract will be Four Hearts,
so why not bid it?
6. No Bid, 10 points. Although we have nvt discussed the
Stayman convention, this. is, in
any case, not a hand on which to
put it into practice.
7. Three Spades, 10 points; No
Bid, 3 points. You know that
you do not have enough for game
but your hand is very suitable for
a spade contract. It is better to
go one down than to let the
opponents make a part score.
8. No Bid, 10 points. Your
partner can have quite a good
hand but yours is not the right
one with which to convert to
game. If he had enough for game
he could have made a forcing bid
-Three Hearts, for example.

RESULT OF JANUARY COMPETITION
A low-scoring month-Problem 4 finding few supporters for the "official" vote.
Another stumbling block was Problem 1, where the fourth suit bid of Three Hearts
found by many solvers is decidely inferior to other waiting bids.

Max. 100
Winner:
N. F. CHOULARTON, 55 Bradfield Road, Stretford.
87
Second:
81
C. W. HATTON, Garden Flat, 74 Woodstock Road, Oxford.
Third:
J. J. CHAPMAN, 20 Haden Park Road, Old Hill, Staffs.
78
Other leading scores: C. VICKERMAN, 77; J. HIBBERT, 76; J. H. GREENHALGH,
R. B. JACKSON, 75; Dr. D. SPENCER WILSON, 72; F. v. KIMMENADE (Holland), 71;
E. W. KIRK, J. GREEN (N. Ireland), J. F. van HAASTRECHT (Holland), 70.
A further good score in the December competition was J. W. GIELKENS (Holland),
76.
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PLAYING WISE
Dan Burgess improves your card play
with his specially designed problem hands.

This month he tells you when not to take a
.finesse.

"Well!" said one of my more
advanced pupils, "Think of all the
time you spent telling me about
the different kinds of finesses and
persuading me to take them. Now
you say that I must try to avoid
finesses."
I sympathised, but I really
wasn't trying to be awkward.
The simple finesse is one of the
biggest trick-makers in the game
but it is only a 50-50 chance and !·
the accomplished player looks
first for something else, keeping
the finesse up his sleeve.
WEST

EAST

• A 83
\?AK76
() K J 10

• K J 10
\? Q 52
()A 54
.KQ8 6

.AJ9

finesses in both spades and diamonds, but if both fail we shall
be defeated.
Before taking any finesses we
should test the hearts. · If these
divide 3-3 our worries are over,
but probably they will be 4-2. If
so, we continue by extracting all
the clubs (again assuming they
are no worse than 4-2) and then
exit with the fourth round of
hearts. On the fourth heart a
small diamond is thrown from
dummy, and whichever defender
wins the fourth heart will have to
give us a trick by ·leading either
a spade or a diamond .
Thus we make the contract
very safely without taking a
finesse. And if anything had gone
wrong-if either the hearts or· the
clubs had been 5-1-we would
still have been able to change our
plans and fall back on the finesses.
That is the strategy to aim at.

The problem: How should West
play in 6NT after the lead of the
3 of hearts?
The plan: Counting the top
tricks we have two spades, three
hearts, two diamonds and four
clubs, 11 in all. We can take

A more advanced case is dealt
with next (see foot of Page 56):61

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
5/- per line. Special terms for a series
BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS
HARROW
HARROW BRIDGE CLUB-16 Northwick Park
Road, Harrow, Middx. Tel. Harrow 3908.
Good standard Bridge in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily. Partnership and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturday evening.

LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CLUB-21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/- and 2/6,
5/- and 10/-. Partnership evenings Mondays and
Thursdays. Visitors welcome. Duplicate Pairs
(Bounty £25) Tuesday weekly. 'Rummy' all
night games.

MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE REQUISITES

WALLETS-better than boards at less than half
the cost.
CARDBOARD
£3 3s. Od. per set of 32
LEATHERETTE £4 14s. 6d. per set of 32
WRITE FOR SAMPLES:
W. B. Tatlow, 2 Roseberry Court, LLANDUDNO

Personal Score Cards, Travelling Score Slips,
Result Charts. Hand Record (Curtain) Cards,
'"Silent Bidders" etc. MOVEMENT CARDS
for Individuals, Pairs and Teams-of-four etc.

TUITION
NICO GARDENER guarantees to improve
your game. Tuition, practice classes and lectures
all under personal supervision; also postal course,
The London School of Bridge, 38 King's Road,
London, S.W.3. KENsington 7201.

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under championship guidance. Private or Group Tuition.
Practice classes. Duplicate coaching. Master
Points contests. Lectures. Folder free from
the Mayfair Bridge Studio (Dept. 5), 110 Mount
Street, London, W.l, or 'phone GRO 2844.

Diary of Events
1963
22-25 SPRING FOURSOMES
2-3 B.B.L. FIRST TRIAL
9-10 PORTLAND PAIRS
23-24 THE FIELD TROPHY
28 CHARITY CHALLENGE CUP
29-31 CUMBERLAND CoNGREss
30-31 CROCKFORD'S CUP FINAL
April
4-7 DEVON AND CoRNWALL CoNGREss
20-21 NATIONAL PAIRS SEMI-FINALS ..
26-28 B.B.L. SECOND TRIAL ..
May
3-5 GLOUCESTERSHIRE CONGRESS
11-12 NATIONAL PAIRS FINAL
17-19 LoNDON CoNGREss
25 ANNE REESE CUP
25-26 PACHABO CUP
June
1-2 VICHY PAIRS FESTIVAL ..
7-9 YORKSHIRE CONGRESS ..
14-16 KENT CONGRESS
14- 24 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ..
21-24 GOLD CUP FINALS
July 19 to Aug. 2 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

Feb.
Mar.
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Eastbourne
Eastbourne and
Nat. Lib. Club
Worldwide
Keswick
London
Torquay
Regional

Hkley

Cheltenham
Leicester
St. Ermin's Hotel
Nat. Lib. Club
Leicester
Vichy
Scarborough
Folkestone
St. Vincent, Italy
Blackpool
Baden Baden

Th

0

0

0

lubman's choice • • •

"Linette" playing cards
These fine quality, linen grained, playing cards are the
popular choice with club players. The familiar geometrical back design is available in red and blue to make
playing pair . They are packed singly in tuck cases.
Retail price 3/3d. per pack.

STATIONERS DIVISION
THOMAS DE LA RUE & CO. LTD., 92 MIDDLESEX STREET, LONDON, E. I

All who desire to further the development
of Contract Bridge as- a game should be
members of, and support

THE ENGLISH BRIDGE UNION
the governing body

fo~

England

~

_"Save lOj- on your ..subscription
lfyou become a member of THE El\{GLISH BRIDGE
UNION your annual subscription to the British Bridge
World is reduced to 25/-.
For full details of membership of the E.B.U. write to
the Secretary:--

Mrs. A. L. FLEMING,
Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells,
(Phone Tunbridge We11s 30612)

